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The cosmological evolution of BHs
To follow the cosmological evolution of supermassive black holes and 
understand their role in galaxy evolution, it is not possible to measure their 
masses as it has been done in the local universe.

One possibility (the only one at the moment) is to follow the cosmological 
evolution of AGN, which are accreting black holes.

study the optical luminosity functions of quasars or the X-ray (0.5-10 
keV) luminosity functions of AGN in general

estimate BH masses in broad line AGN

In general, AGN leave two remnants of their activity

supermassive BHs in galaxy nuclei

background radiation, i.e. the integrated emission from all AGN at all 
cosmic epochs which is almost devoid of contamination in the case of 
the X-ray background (XRB)
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Luminosity functions
The differential luminosity function ϕ(L,z) of a population of sources is 

dN is the number of sources per unit volume at z with luminosity L, L+dL

dN = φ(L, z) dV dL

To estimate the luminosity function, one usually 

conducts a survey over a sky area Ω 
identifies all the sources of the chosen population with fluxes in a given 
band b Fb >Fb,lim (usually the sensitivity limit) 

measures their redshift z hence observed Lb,obs is known 

assuming a spectral shape for the sources, one then corrects to have  
intrinsic Lb in band b (K-correction).

Suppose we count N sources in Lb, Lb+ΔLb and z+Δz, over area Ω then   

∆V =
Ω

4π

� z+∆z

z

�
dV

dz

�

allsky

dz dV is the comoving all sky 
volume
ΔV is the comoving volume 
occupied by the N sourcesφ(Lb, z) �

N

∆Lb ∆V
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Luminosity functions
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zmax,i is the redshift at which the object has flux larger than the survey limit, 
i.e. is given by the condition that  

However, this estimate does not take into account that a source with 
luminosity Lb, might be below the survey flux limit in part of the z, z+Δz bin.

A solution, proposed by Schmidt (1968) and refined by Avni & Bahcall (1980) 
consists in considering the maximum volume where object i can be 
detected within the redshift bin z, z+Δz

φ(Lb, z) �
1

∆Lb

N�

i=1

1

∆Vmax,i

DL(zmax,i) =

�
Lb,i

4πFb,lim

∆Vmax,i =
Ω

4π

� min(zmax,i,z+∆z)

z

�
dV

dz

�

allsky

dz

Lb ≤ Lb,i ≤ Lb +∆Lb

The luminosity function is then



Luminosity functions
It is possible to improve by better accounting for the binning of the 
luminosity function (Page & Carrera 2000).
The expected number of objects in a given luminosity and redshift bin is

�N� =
� Lb+∆L

Lb

� zmax(L)

z
φ(L, z)

dV

dz
dz dL

zmax(L) is the maximum redshift for luminosity L 

dV is the comoving volume taking into account the survey area.

If bins are small enough that ϕ can be considered constant then 

φ(Lb, z) �
�N�

� Lb+∆L
Lb

� zmax(L)
z (dV/dz) dz dL

In general there are many more selection effects (e.g. survey completeness, 
spectral selection effects, different sensitivities in different areas etc.). This can 
be included in a “selection function p(L,z)

φ(Lb, z) �
�N�

� Lb+∆L
Lb

� zmax(L)
z p(L, z)(dV/dz) dz dL

errors are usually 
Poissonian on N

In general, assume 
function ϕ and fit 
observed counts



AGN Luminosity Functions
AGN luminosity functions are usually parameterized with a double power law 
of the form

φ(L) =
φ(L�)

�
L
L�

�α
+

�
L
L�

�β

L ~ L-α

lo
g 

Lϕ
(L

) [
 M

pc
-3

]

log L [L⊙] L✶

ϕ✶

L ~ L-β

Schechter
This is different from the 
luminosity function of galaxies 
characterized by the Schechter 
function

φ(L) = φ(L�)

�
L

L�

�−α

e−(
L
L�

)

L ~ L-αe-L/L✶

The luminosity density ρL =

� +∞

0
Lφ(L)dL

is dominated by the sources at the knee of the luminosity function 
i.e. sources with L~L✶



The redshift evolution of the luminosity functions is usually parameterized in 
two ways (or a combination of the two)

luminosity evolution

density evolution

luminosity-density evolution

AGN LF: cosmological evolution

L� = L�(z)

φ(L, z) = φ

�
L

L�(z)
, 0

�

φ(L, z) = n(z)φ

�
L

L�(z)
, 0

�

φ(L, z) = n(z)φ(L, 0)
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Quasar luminosity functions

Color selection for SDSS 
quasars(Richards+2002)

Col. cut for low z

Col. cut 
for high z

Stars

W.D. A Stars

z=2.5-3 
QSOs

Quasar candidates are 
selected from 
multicolor images as:

unresolved point 
sources 
(LAGN >> Lgal and 
distances)

color selection based on a combination of two 
or more filters 

quasars are bluer than stars: classical color 
selection U-B < -0.4 

color selection depends also on the redshift 
of the source 



Quasar luminosity functions
Usually quasars luminosity 
functions are well fit by pure 
luminosity evolution even if by 
increasing the depth of the 
surveys, there is the realization  
that the previous models for the 
luminosity functions are too 
simple (Richards+06, Croom+09).

One major result is that the 
number density of luminous 
QSOs has a strong evolution 
with redshift: quasars were 
much more common at z~2-3 
(the so-called quasar epoch)

Quasar surveys select blue 
(unobscured) quasars.

see unmodeled curvature in the QLF and possibly host galaxy
contamination).

A more appropriate measure of the improvement of the fit is
the amount bywhich the quantity that is beingminimized changes.
A 1 ! change in a single variable will change the ML parameter
by unity, whereas our change of parameterization reduces the
value by 102; thus, the added complexity in the parameterization is
justified.

Finally, we reiterate the point made by Wisotzki (2000) that the
measured slope is sensitive to the extrapolation of theK-correction.
The K-corrections normalized to z ¼ 0 and using a fixed spectral
index cause the slope of the high-redshift QLF to appear steeper
than it should, since the presumed absolutemagnitude distribution
is narrower than the true distribution. Our use of a z ¼ 2 normal-
ized K-correction helps to alleviate this problem and highlights
the slope change at high redshift. Gravitational lensing can also
change the observed slope of the high-redshift QLF (Schneider
et al. 1992); however, Richards et al. (2004b, 2006) have used
Hubble Space Telescope imaging of z > 4 SDSS quasars to put
limits on this effect.

7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

One of the most interesting results to come out of recent AGN
surveys is the evidence in favor of ‘‘cosmic downsizing,’’ wherein
the peak of AGN activity occurs at higher redshifts for more lu-
minous objects than less luminous objects (Cowie et al. 2003;
Ueda et al. 2003; Merloni 2004; Barger et al. 2005). Comparison
of X-ray, infrared, and optical surveys requires careful consider-
ation of the fact that many groups find that the ratio of obscured
(type 2) to unobscured (type 1) AGNs is inversely correlated with
AGN luminosity (e.g., Lawrence 1991; Ueda et al. 2003; Hao

et al. 2005a; but see Treister &Urry 2005). Ignoring this effect and
examining the most uniform luminous sample that we can form
over the largest redshift range (Mi < "27:6), Figure 20 shows
that the peak in type 1 quasar activity occurs between z ¼ 2:2 and
2.8. Unfortunately, this redshift range is the least sensitive in the
SDSS and subject to large error (see Fig. 9). A substantial ob-
serving campaign for z # 2:5 quasars that are buried in the stellar
locus (i.e., a sample with close to unity selection function in this
redshift region) is needed to resolve this issue. To this end Chiu
(2004) and Jiang et al. (2006) describe complete (i.e., not sparsely
sampled) surveys of quasars in the mid-z range to address this
problem. In addition, near-infrared selected samples such as can
be obtained from Spitzer Space Telescope photometry should be
able to better isolate the peak redshift of luminous type 1 quasars
(Brown et al. 2006).
Our most interesting result is the flattening of the slope of the

QLF with increasing redshift. This flattening has been demon-
strated before using small samples of high-z quasars (Schmidt
et al. 1995; Fan et al. 2001), but never so robustly and over such a
large redshift range as with these data. While there is little over-
lap in luminosity between the lowest and highest redshift data
(deeper surveys at high redshift are clearly needed), previous
constraints on the QLF and the presumption that the QLF will be
well-behaved outside of the regions explored (e.g., that the slope
does not get steeper for faint high-redshift quasars) suggests that
the slope change is due to redshift and not luminosity. Small area
samples such as the most sensitive hard X-ray surveys (Ueda
et al. 2003; Barger et al. 2005) and the COMBO-17 survey (Wolf
et al. 2003) primarily probe the low-luminosity end of the QLF,
where the slope is flatter; thus, it is not surprising that they sys-
tematically find flatter slopes (see Fig. 19). Our confirmation of
the flattening of the high-redshift slope has significant conse-
quences in terms of our understanding of the formation and evo-
lution of active galaxies, particularly in light of the popularity of
recent models invoking kinetic and radiative AGN feedback in

Fig. 20.—Integrated i-band luminosity function to Mi(z ¼ 2) ¼ "27:6. The
solid black line is from 2QZ (Boyle et al. 2000). The squares are from the binned
SDSS DR3 QLF. The green and blue lines are from the fixed slope and variable
high-redshift slope ML parameterizations of the SDSS DR3 QLF, respectively.
The dashed and dotted lines are from Fan et al. (2001; Fan+01 ) and Schmidt
et al. (1995; SSG95). The z # 6 point from Fan et al. (2004;Fan+04 ), converted
to our units and cosmology, is shown by the circle. We caution that our ML fits
should not be used beyond z ¼ 5, as they are cubic fits and quickly diverge
beyond the limits of our data.

Fig. 21.—Slope of the binned QLF as a function of redshift determined from
a linear least-squares fit to the (complete)Mi(z ¼ 2) < "25 points. The slope of
the luminosity function significantly flattens with redshift at z > 3 (the seem-
ingly discrepant point at z ¼ 4:75 was determined from only three luminosity
bins and has a large uncertainty). The dashed line shows the best-fit constant
slope for z $ 2:4 and the best-fit redshift-dependent slope for z > 2:4.

RICHARDS ET AL.2784 Vol. 131

Number density of luminous  quasars 
(Mi < -27.6, Lbol > 1013 L⊙); Richards+06



Quasar luminosity functions
Quasars with red (less blue) continua are missed by the blue color cuts 
used to select candidates for spectroscopy (blue color cuts reduce the 
number of contaminants).
Moreover, from the unified model we 
expect AGN with no broad lines and 
quasar-like luminosities, the so-called 
quasar 2 in analogy to Seyfert 2. 

magnitudes for absorption and compare their counts to the un-
obscured samples.

We note that although we have made an effort to compare sam-
ples with as similar properties as possible by comparing the F2M
red quasars to objects detected in both FIRST and 2MASS, the
fraction of missed quasars that we compute is a lower limit to the
real fraction of missed quasars. This is because there are quasars
with FIRST and 2MASS detections that may not have been se-
lected by any of these surveys. The FBQS II survey has an APM
E ¼ 17:8 magnitude limit. Any object that is fainter than K ¼
13:8 (which is true of "80% of the F2M quasars) and that is
slightly bluer thanR# K ¼ 4will not be in either the FBQSor the
F2M red quasar sample. In the FBQS III case (which has an E ¼
18:9 magnitude limit) this is a smaller effect: only quasars with
K > 14:9 (amounting to about 25% of the F2M quasars) can be
missed. Overall, however, this is likely to be a small effect, since
the space densities of FBQS II and III quasarswith 2MASSmatches
are nearly identical (see Fig. 7), meaning that the fainter optical
magnitude limit of FBQS III does not recover significant num-
bers of slightly reddened quasars missed by FBQS II.

Taking into account the possible existence of additional missed
quasars, the actual observed fraction of red quasars is no longer
simply the number of F2M red quasars divided by the sum of the
blue quasars plus the red quasars, normalized by their respective

coverage areas. The quasars missed by all these surveys enter in
both the numerator and denominator of this equation, and as a
result, our computed missed fraction above must be a lower limit
to the true missed fraction of quasars.

Higher fractions of missed reddened type I quasars have been
found by Brown et al. (2006) and Lacy et al. (2007) by selecting
quasar candidates in the dust-insensitive mid-infrared. Brown et al.
(2006) find that reddened type I quasars make up "20% of the
type I quasar population, while Lacy et al. (2007) find an even
higher fraction of 30%, based on a sample of 11 reddened and 25
unreddened type I quasars.Whenwe take reddening into account
for our sample, we also find a higher missed fraction (see x 6).

5. REDDENING INVESTIGATION

5.1. Continuum Fits to a Reddened Quasar Template

In Paper I we assumed that the red colors of our quasars were
due to extinction by dust and derived the color excess,E(B# V ),
in the rest frame for each source. Here we fit to each object a
reddened quasar composite from the FIRST Bright Quasar Sur-
vey (Brotherton et al. 2001) combinedwith a near-infrared quasar
composite (Glikman et al. 2006), resulting in wavelength cover-
age from 800 to 35000 8. We linearly fit the reddening law pa-
rameterized by Fitzpatrick (1999), k(k), to the reddening of each
individual quasar, f (k), with respect to the unreddened composite,
f0(k). Assuming standard extinction,

f kð Þ ¼ f0 kð Þe#!k ; ð1Þ

our linear fit has the form

log
f kð Þ
f0 kð Þ

! "
¼ #!k ¼ # k kð ÞE B# Vð Þ

1:086
: ð2Þ

We exclude strong emission lines and use a robust linear fit that
ignores extreme outliers in very noisy spectra and returns E(B#
V ) as the slope.

Twenty-two of our 55 quasar spectra have only optical or near-
infrared spectra, and we adopt the amount of reddening that gave
the best fit for each of these spectra. Figure 8 shows examples of
these fits for two objects, one with an optical spectrum and one
with a near-infrared spectrum.

Thismethod of determiningE(B# V ) does have several draw-
backs for determining the reddening in objects with combined

Fig. 6.—Redshift distribution as a function of color of F2M quasars (triangles)
compared with FBQS II (open circles) and FBQS III ( filled circles).

TABLE 4

QSO Counts and Surface Densities in K Band

K Magnitude Range

FBQS II

(deg#2 0.5 mag#1)

FBQS III

(deg#2 0.5 mag#1)

UVXa

(deg#2 0.5 mag#1)

F2M

(deg#2 0.5 mag#1)

11.0Y11.5 ............................... 0.0011&0.0006 . . . . . . 0.0004&0.0004

11.5Y12.0............................... 0.0004&0.0004 0.002&0.002 . . . . . .
12.0Y12.5............................... 0.003&0.001 . . . . . . 0.0004&0.0004
12.5Y13.0............................... 0.004&0.001 . . . . . . . . .
13.0Y13.5............................... 0.006&0.002 . . . . . . 0.0004&0.0004

13.5Y14.0............................... 0.014&0.002 0.007&0.003 0.007&0.005 0.0029&0.0011

14.0Y14.5............................... 0.030&0.003 0.031&0.007 0.04&0.01 0.0041&0.0012
14.5Y15.0............................... 0.044&0.004 0.042&0.009 0.07&0.02 0:0077þ0:0057

#0:0017

15.0Y15.5............................... 0.052&0.004 0.07&0.01 0.12&0.04 0:0052þ0:0119
#0:0014

15.5Y16.0............................... 0.030&0.003 0.07&0.01 0.04&0.02 . . .
16.0Y16.5............................... 0.002&0.001 0.010&0.004 . . . . . .
(15.5 ..................................... 0.154&0.008b 0.15&0.02b 0.23&0.05b 0:021þ0:004

#0:003
b

a This sample is made up of the LBQS and 2QZ samples combined as described in x 5.1 of Paper I.
b These values in units of deg#2.

FIRST-2MASS RED QUASAR SURVEY 689No. 2, 2007

Red quasars selected by combining 
FIRST (radio) and 2MASS (near IR)

Glikman+2007

No. 6, 2008 SPACE DENSITY OF TYPE 2 QUASARS 2385

Figure 12. Lower limits to the type 2 quasar fraction—the ratio of type 2-to-
total (type 1 + type 2) quasar number densities—for three ranges in redshift:
z ! 0.30 (blue), 0.30 < z ! 0.50 (green), and 0.50 < z < 0.83 (red). Number
densities are estimated by integrating the LF over bins in [O iii]5007 luminosity.
We have used our best lower bound to the type 2 quasar LF (which includes a
correction for the probability of radio detection; see Section 3.2.4). Obscured
quasar fractions derived from other studies (in black) are described in the main
text. At face value, our lower limits on the type 2 fraction are consistent with
these measurements. However, in practice the true type 2 quasar fraction may
be significantly higher than our lower limits.

Our derived type 2 quasar fraction is a lower limit for
the following reasons: (1) our derived type 2 LF is a lower
limit (see the beginning of Section 3); (2) the combination
of selection effects and redshift evolution artificially lowers
the type 2 quasar fraction that we derive (as we describe in
Section 5.2); (3) there are indications that the [O iii]5007 line is
slightly more extincted in type 2 quasars than in type 1 quasars
(Sections 5.3 and 6.2); and (4) we have assumed that the
[O iii]5007 luminosity is independent of the obscured fraction
and serves as a tracer of the bolometric luminosity. In prac-
tice, it is likely that the [O iii]5007 luminosity is higher for
objects with a larger opening angle, since in this case more
material is illuminated by the central source. As demonstrated
by Krolik (1999, see pages 456–459 for information on bi-
ases in the line-selected samples), this dependence leads to a
bias favoring unobscured objects in any [O iii]-flux selected
sample.

There has been a substantial amount of work to determine
the obscured quasar fraction at different luminosity and redshift
regimes. Some of these results are shown together with ours in
Figure 12. Nearest to our approach are previous determinations
from emission-line LFs of low-luminosity (type 1 and type 2)
AGNs in the SDSS, at redshifts z ∼ 0.1. Hao et al. (2005b) found
that type 2 AGNs make up about 60% of the AGN population
at L[O iii] ∼ 106 L", and about 30% at ∼3 × 107 L". Simpson
(2005) also clearly finds the decreasing trend in type 2 fraction
with luminosity, but found substantially higher type 2 fractions
(open diamonds).

Determinations from hard X-ray (2–10 keV) selected sam-
ples, at redshifts z ∼ 3, suggest that the fraction of obscured

quasars is large at low luminosities, and then decreases at higher
luminosities (Ueda et al. 2003; Szokoly et al. 2004; Barger
et al. 2005; Markwardt et al. 2005; Treister et al. 2006; Beck-
mann et al. 2006; Sazonov et al. 2007). Figure 12 shows results
from Ueda et al. (2003; open squares), Grimes et al. (2004;
open triangles), and Hasinger (2004; open circles). We have
converted the hard (2–10 keV) X-ray luminosities to [O iii]5007
luminosities by shifting by 1.59 dex (toward lower luminosi-
ties) following Heckman et al. (2005). X-ray surveys may be
missing Compton-thick objects which might constitute a signif-
icant fraction of all AGNs (Heckman et al. 2005; Polletta 2006;
Martı́nez-Sansigre et al. 2007), so these values should also be
treated as lower limits to the true obscured quasar fraction.

From samples selected from IR observations, Martı́nez-
Sansigre et al. (2006) estimated the fraction of obscured quasars
at z ∼ 2 to be ∼ 70%, with a large uncertainty because of
small sample size. Polletta et al. (2008) estimated the fraction
of obscured quasars to be 60–65% at bolometric luminosities
1046–47 erg s−1 (L[O iii] ∼ 109 L"), using a sample of type 2
quasars with Si absorption. Again, these values should be taken
as lower limits because, e.g., the former sample excludes radio-
weak objects, while the latter excludes sources with featureless
IR spectra (Sturm et al. 2006).

Recently, Treister et al. (2008) determined the type 2 quasar
fraction by calculating the fraction of the total light emitted by
obscuring material in the IR in type 1 AGNs (open hexagons).
Shown are the results assuming the parameter f12 = 0.06, the
fraction of the total dust-reprocessed luminosity falling within
the MIPS band (11–13 µm in the rest frame at z ≈ 1), and with
model-dependent error bars. We have converted their quoted
bolometric luminosities to [O iii]5007 luminosities using the
approximate conversion in Section 6.1.

Overall, our lower limits on the type 2 quasar fraction are
consistent with previous determinations. In practice, however,
we suspect that the true type 2 quasar fraction is significantly
higher than our lower limits, for the reasons discussed above
and in Section 6. This simply underscores the need to treat most
determinations of the obscured quasar fraction as lower limits,
since a substantial part of the population may be missed by
wavelength- and method-specific selection criteria.

5.2. Comparison of Redshift Evolution

In this section, we apply the V/Vmax test (Schmidt 1968) to
probe redshift evolution within the type 1 and type 2 samples.
For a uniformly selected, non-evolving population of objects,
V/Vmax is expected to be distributed uniformly between 0 and
1 and to have a mean value of 0.5. For an object with redshift
within the range (z1, z2), V/Vmax is given by

V

Vmax
=

∫ zobs

z1
Ps(z) dVc

dz
(z) dz

∫ z2

z1
Ps(z) dVc

dz
(z) dz

, (14)

where zobs is the observed redshift of the object and (dVc/dz) dz
is the comoving volume element in the redshift interval dz. If
there is positive redshift evolution within the redshift range, the
mean values of V/Vmax over the sample are greater than 0.5.
Incompleteness in the sample can either mask or enhance this
effect, by weighting the sample toward the lower or higher end
of the redshift range.

In Table 3, we list the mean values of V/Vmax calculated from
the type 1 and type 2 quasar samples for the three redshift ranges
we used previously. Our type 1 quasar sample is complete,
and the 〈V/Vmax〉 values greater than 0.5 indicate the positive

Estimate of type 2 quasar fraction 
from several works and Reyes+08 

(colors) who uses SDSS spectra 
to identify type 2 AGN with high L.



In recent years deep X-ray 
surveys conducted especially by 
Chandra and XMM has provided 
a breakthrough in our 
understanding of AGN evolution.

28 Jul 2005 16:11 AR AR251-AA43-19.tex XMLPublishSM(2004/02/24) P1: KUV
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Figure 1 Distribution of some well-known extragalactic surveys by Chandra (blue), XMM-
Newton (green), and earlier missions (purple) in the 0.5–2 keV flux limit versus solid angle,
!, plane. Circled dots denote surveys that are contiguous. Each of the surveys shown has a
range of flux limits across its solid angle; we have generally shown the most sensitive flux
limit. The vertical dotted line shows the solid angle of the whole sky.

have executed a number of deep extragalactic X-ray observing programs, which
comprise by far the most sensitive X-ray surveys ever performed. Building on pre-
vious pioneering work with the Einstein, ROSAT, ASCA (Advanced Satellite for
Cosmology and Astrophysics), and BeppoSAX missions, these surveys resolve the
majority of the 0.1–10 keV background. A substantial amount of multiwavelength
follow-up work on the detected X-ray sources has also been completed. It is there-
fore timely to review the status and scientific results of deep extragalactic X-ray
surveys. In this review, we focus on surveys reaching flux limits of at least 5 ×
10−16 erg cm−2 s−1 (0.5–2 keV) or 1.5 × 10−15 erg cm−2 s−1 (2–10 keV), cor-
responding to Chandra or XMM-Newton exposures of "75 ks (see Figure 1 and
Table 1). The equally important wider-field, shallower X-ray surveys are not cov-
ered extensively here, although they are mentioned when they especially comple-
ment deep surveys; for example, when we are discussing the evolution of active
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X-ray luminosity functions
Brandt & Hasinger 05

Chandra
XMM
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Several advantages:

an xray source  is almost certainly an 
AGN (unless at the lowest flux levels)

they are not biased toward blue objects 
but can select obscured (absorbed) AGN

Hubble UDF with Chandra 
sources (Brandt & Hasinger 05)



X-ray luminosity functions
X-ray emission is relatively unaffected in hard X-rays > 2 keV even for 
moderate column densities (NH<10 23 cm-2); X-ray surveys are much more 
“complete” than quasar surveys.

Deep X-ray surveys conducted with Chandra & XMM are usually sensitive 
up to NH ~10-24-10-25 cm-2 depending on sensitivity.

X-ray luminosity functions have 
a different behaviour than 
quasars and a luminosity 
density evolution (LDE) is 
usually required (eg Mijayi+00, 
Ueda+2003; La Franca+2005; 
Hasinger+05, Silverman+2008)
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Figure 7 The 0.5–2 keV luminosity function for type 1 AGN in six redshift shells.
The blue curves show the best LDDE fit to the data. For ease of comparison, the red
curves in each panel show the best-fit model for the z = 0.015–0.2 redshift shell.
Adapted from Hasinger, Miyaji & Schmidt (2005).

luminous AGN could grow efficiently at z ≈ 1–3, the 106–107.5 M" SMBH in more-
common, less-luminous AGN had to wait longer to grow (z " 1.5). In the 0.5–2
keV band the sensitivity and statistics are good enough to detect a clear decline
of the luminous AGN space density toward higher redshifts (also see Silverman
et al. 2005); such a high-redshift decline is also hinted at in some 2–10 keV band
analyses (Fiore et al. 2003, Steffen et al. 2003).

The AGN luminosity function can be used to predict the masses of remnant
SMBH in galactic centers. This is done using the ingenious Soltan (1982) continu-
ity argument, adopting an AGN mass-to-energy conversion efficiency and bolomet-
ric correction factor. The local mass density of SMBH in dormant quasar remnants
originally predicted by Soltan (1982) was ρ• > 0.47ε−1

0.1 × 105 M" Mpc−3, where
ε0.1 is the mass-to-energy conversion efficiency of the accretion process divided by
0.1. For a Schwarzschild black hole, ε is expected to be 0.054 or larger, depending
upon the accretion-disk torque at the marginally stable orbit around the black hole
(e.g., Agol & Krolik 2000). For a rapidly rotating Kerr black hole, ε can be as
high as ≈0.36. More recent determinations of ρ• from optical quasar luminos-
ity functions are around 2ε−1

0.1 × 105 M" Mpc−3 (e.g., Chokshi & Turner 1992,
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Example of LDE: red line is LF 
at z~0.1; if pure LE shape 
should be preserved (Hasinger
+05, Brandt & Hasinger 05)



X-ray luminosity functions
One of the most important results have been the discovery of the 
downsizing of AGN sources: the number densities of AGN in given 
luminosity bins peak at different redshifts.  
High-L AGN number density peaks at larger redshifts than low L ones. The evolution of the hard XLF of AGN 2549

Figure 11. 2–10 keV luminosity density of AGN as a function of redshift
for our LADE model integrated over the luminosity ranges indicated. The
grey shaded region indicates the 1σ uncertainty on the total luminosity den-
sity of AGN. The luminosity density is dominated by moderate luminosity
(43 < log LX < 45) AGN and exhibits a mild decline above z ≈ 1.2.

We can track the build-up of black hole mass more directly by
relating AGN luminosity to mass accretion, as first proposed by
Soltan (1982):

Lbol = εṀaccc
2 = εṀbhc

2

1 − ε
, (26)

where Ṁacc is the mass accretion rate, Ṁbh is the rate of change
of black hole mass density, Lbol is the bolometric luminosity, ε is
the radiative efficiency of the accretion process and c is the speed
of light. We have adopted a simple approach (e.g. Barger et al.
2005) by converting our 2–10 keV X-ray luminosities to bolometric
values using a constant conversion factor (40; Elvis et al. 1994) and
assuming a single value of the radiative efficiency, ε = 0.1 (Marconi
et al. 2004). We note that a number of authors have discussed the
need for luminosity-dependent bolometric corrections (e.g. Marconi
et al. 2004; Hopkins, Richards & Hernquist 2007), and Vasudevan
& Fabian (2007) reported significant object-to-object variation in
bolometric corrections, which may depend on the Eddington ratio.
The radiative efficiency may also vary significantly between AGN,
depending on the spin of the black hole (e.g. Thorne 1974) in
addition to the specifics of the accretion processes (e.g. Merloni
& Heinz 2008). However, our simple assumptions allow an initial
investigation of the consequences of our derived XLF evolution
on the build-up of black hole mass. Using equation (26), we can
convert our luminosity densities to a mass accretion rate and thus
calculate the total black hole mass density as built up by accretion
activity over the history of the Universe. Our results are shown in
Fig. 12.

Based on our LADE model we predict a local black hole mass
density of 2.2 ± 0.2 × 105 M$ Mpc−3, where the error reflects
the uncertainties in our model fit, but not the potentially larger
uncertainties in bolometric correction or accretion efficiency. This

Figure 12. Total accreted black hole mass density against lookback time
based on our LADE (the solid, grey shaded region indicates 1σ uncertainty
in the derived model). The lower curves correspond to the same luminosity
ranges indicated in Fig. 11. We find that ∼50 per cent of the local black hole
mass density is built up in AGN actively accreting at z ! 1.

value is in good agreement with the estimate of Yu & Tremaine
(2002) (2.5 ± 0.4 × 105 M$ Mpc−3) based on velocity disper-
sions of early-type galaxies in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS)
and the Mbh–σ relation, although it is lower than the estimate of
Marconi et al. (2004) (4.6+1.9

−1.4 × 105 M$ Mpc−3), possibly indicat-
ing that our XLF does not provide a complete census of the his-
tory of accretion activity. Fig. 12 shows that a significant fraction
(∼50 per cent) of this total mass density is accreted at z ! 1. While
the majority of the mass build up takes place in moderate luminosity
AGN (LX = 1043−45 erg s−1), a significant fraction is accumulated at
lower luminosities (LX = 1042−43 erg s−1). The LDDE model from
Section 4 predicts a lower local black hole mass density, mainly
due to the smaller numbers of AGN at these low luminosities and
high redshifts. The redshift range of z ∼ 1–3 clearly corresponds
to a period of significant AGN activity, and thus it is essential to
accurately measure the XLF down to LX ≈ 1042−43 erg s−1 in this
epoch to determine the history of black hole mass accretion.

We can also compare our derived black hole mass accretion rates
to star formation rates, which we show in Fig. 13. Previous studies
(e.g. Boyle & Terlevich 1998; Silverman et al. 2008) have shown
close similarities between the rapid increase in the star formation
rate and black hole accretion at z " 1, which we confirm. Our re-
sults indicate that this correlation continues out to high redshifts
(cf. Silverman et al. 2008), at least when comparing to the recent
star formation rates of Bouwens et al. (2007), although we note that
our model is extrapolated far beyond the redshift range probed by
our data. Comparisons of the galaxy and AGN luminosity functions
may reveal differences in the details of the evolving distributions
of activity, which could reveal further facets of the co-evolutionary
processes and the feedback regulating AGN activity and star for-
mation.

6 SU M M A RY

We have presented new observational determinations of the XLF
of AGN. We utilized a hard X-ray-selected sample from both the
2 Ms CDF and the large area, deep 200 ks Chandra survey in the
AEGIS field. A likelihood ratio method was employed to match
X-ray sources to optical counterparts and ensure that only robust as-
sociations were considered. To improve our redshift completeness,
we supplemented spectroscopic identifications with photometric

C© 2009 The Authors. Journal compilation C© 2009 RAS, MNRAS 401, 2531–2551

estimators were smaller than 0.1.11 For each model the proba-
bilities for !2

LF and !
2
NH
, according to the corresponding degrees

of freedom, were computed. Confidence regions of each param-
eter have been obtained by computing!!2 at a number of values
around the best-fit solution, while leaving the other parameters
free to float (see Lampton et al. 1976). The 68% confidence re-
gions quoted correspond to !!2 ¼ 1:0. Moreover, in order to
perform an unbinned goodness-of-fit test of the HXLF mod-
els, we also used a bidimensional Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
(2D-KS; Fasano & Franceschini 1987) on the Hubble (LX-z)
space.

4. RESULTS

4.1. The LDDE Model

By introducing the evolution factor

e(z) ¼ (1þ z) p1; z # zc;

e(zc)½(1þ z)=(1þ zc)%p2; z > zc;

(
ð9Þ

the pure density evolution (PDE) model is expressed as

d"(LX; z)

d log LX
¼ d"(LX; 0)

d log LX
e(z): ð10Þ

The zc parameter represents the redshift at which the evolu-
tion stops. The parameter p1 characterizes the rate of the evo-
lution, while p2 is usually negative and characterizes the rate of
the counterevolution of the HXLF at z > zc.

The LDDE model is obtained by introducing in the PDE
model a luminosity dependence of zc, assumed to be a power law:

zc(LX) ¼
z(c ; LX ) La;

z(c(LX=La)
"; LX < La:

!
ð11Þ

The above parameterization was introduced by Ueda et al.
(2003) in order to allow for a change with luminosity of the
redshift at which the density of AGNs peaks (see also Miyaji
et al. 2000 for a similar LDDE parameterization). This behavior
is also apparent in our data (see, e.g., Fig. 8).

In order to plot the HXLF, we adopted the ‘‘Nobs/N mdl method’’
(La Franca & Cristiani 1997), where the best-fit model multiplied
by the ratio between the number of observed sources and that of
the model prediction in each LX-z bin is plotted. Although model
dependent (especially when large bins are used), this technique is
the most free from possible biases, compared with other methods
such as the conventional 1/Va method. The attached errors are
estimated fromPoissonian fluctuations (1#) in the observed num-
ber of sources according to the Gehrels (1986) formulae.

We simultaneously fitted the parameters of the HXLF and of
the possible dependencies of the NH distribution on LX and z. As
shown in Table 2, the LDDEmodel provides a good fit to the data
regardless of the adopted NH distribution (see Figs. 8 and 9).

According to these fits, the redshift of the density peak ofAGNs
increases with luminosity, from z * 0:5 at LX * 1042 ergs s+1 up
to z * 2:5 at LX * 1046 ergs s+1. Of the four proposed NH dis-
tributions, only fit 4 provides a good fit to all the data in LX-z-
NH space. The first model (fit 1) searched for a constant value of
the fraction of objects with NH < 1021 cm+2 [#(LX; z) ¼  ¼
constant, $L ¼ $z ¼ 0]. The !2 probabilities of the dependence
of the NH distributions on LX and z reject, at a >99.93% con-
fidence level, this model. As can be seen in Figures 6 and 7, the
data require a decrease of the fraction of absorbed objects with
luminosity and an increase with redshift. Both NH distributions
in which we allowed for a dependence of the absorbed objects
on redshift or luminosity only (fits 2 and 3) are rejected at a
>99.5% confidence level. On the other hand, model 4 (Figs. 8
and 9), where a dependence on both redshift and luminosity is
allowed (see Figs. 10 and 11), provides a very good representation
of the data with a !2

NH
probability of 83%.

4.1.1. Analysis of the Uncertainties and Systematic Biases

We analyzed how much our results could be affected by un-
certainties in the completeness correction method used. These
uncertainties could be introduced by errors in the spectroscopic
classification of the AGNs and by the assumption that the
measured fraction of AGN1’s as a function of LX and NH0 and
the derived two LX-LR relationships for AGN1’s and AGN2’s
(see x 3.3) also hold for the higher redshift, optically fainter,
unidentified population. In order to measure the maximum al-
lowed range of the HXLF parameters due to uncertainties in
these assumptions, we have carried out the HXLF fits under the
two very extreme hypotheses that all the unidentified AGNs
would follow either the LX-LR relationship typical of the AGN1’s
(eq. [4]) or the LX-LR relationship typical of the AGN2’s (eq. [5]).
This resulted in the best-fit parameters changing within the mea-
sured 1 # uncertainties. The results are shown in Figure 8, where
the largest allowed AGN density regions due to the uncertain-
ties introduced by the completeness correction method used are
shown by hatched areas.

About 60% of the AGNs used in our analysis have their NH

column densities derived from the hardness ratios (those belonging
to the AMSSn, H2XMM0.5, CDF-N, and CDF-S samples).

11 This is a small enough interval, as the variance on the ! 2 estimator is 2Nd ,
where Nd are the degrees of freedom. Variations of !!2 ¼ 0:1 correspond to
confidence levels of less than 2% and 3% for !2

LF and !2
NH
, respectively.

Fig. 8.—Density of AGNs in luminosity bins as a function of redshift. The
solid lines show the best-fit values of the LDDE model with an evolving NH

distribution depending on LX and z (fit 4 in Table 2). Data have been plotted
using the N obs/N mdl method (see x 4.1). The hatched areas are the largest al-
lowed regions due to uncertainties in the completeness correction method used
(see x 4.1.1).
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La Franca+2005, 

Aird +10

e.g. Ueda+2003, Fiore+2004, La Franca+2005, Hasinger+2005 



AGN luminosity functions
Usually quasar luminosity functions and X-ray luminosity functions (and 
other LF from different bands) are not well in agreement; this is obviously 
due to the different selection effects involved.
This is also telling us that these surveys miss a different part of the AGN 
population, but there might be worries on their real consistency.

Therefore, we have also attempted to allow for variation in slope
in our functional form. To accomplish this we add an A2(z! 2:45)
term to the exponent in equation (6), such that

! ¼ !#10!½A1þA2(z!2:45)&: ð9Þ

Since the change in slope at high redshift does not appear to
extend to lower redshifts, we allow the slope to vary linearly
only for z > 2:4, fixing the slope to " ¼ !3:1 for lower red-
shifts. The second and third rows of Table 7 show the resulting

best-fit values of the free parameters, which show that " flattens
to k!2.37 by z ¼ 5. The result of this parameterization is
shown in Figure 18 (dot-dashed line) and in Figure 20 (blue
line).

Adding these two parameters (A2 and the explicit decision of
the redshift at which to break the functional form) reduces the #2

by 123, a highly significant change. However, the #2 per degree
of freedom is still 4; this functional form does not fit the data
perfectly. Figure 18 reveals that much of the excess #2 comes
from the poor fit at z < 1 (where we are probing faint enough to

Fig. 19.—Comparison with other QLFs used/derived by COMBO-17 (Wolf et al. 2003; PLE, solid gray lines; PDE, dashed gray lines), 2SLAQ (Richards et al.
2005; PLE, red lines), 2QZ (Croom et al. 2004; PLE, blue lines), Ueda et al. (2003; X-ray, LDDE, green lines), Barger et al. (2005; X-ray, PLE, orange lines), Hunt et al.
(2004;magenta lines), Meiksin (2005; cyan lines), and Hasinger et al. (2005; LDDE, pink lines). See Richards et al. (2005) for the conversion between X-ray and optical
luminosity functions. All of the parameterizations are extended considerably beyond the data that were used to construct them; this presentation merely emphasizes the
difficulty of parameterizing such a large range in luminosity and redshift. The Ueda et al. (2003) parameterization appears to do the best over the full redshift range but
does not follow the observed slope change with redshift.

TABLE 7

Summary of Maximum Likelihood Fits

Form A1 A2 B1 B2 B3 M # zref log!# #2 $

Fixed power law ................................... 0.78 ) 0.01 . . . 0.10 ) 0.04 27.35 ) 0.10 19.27 ) 0.25 !26 2.45 !5.75 394 69
Variable power law (z > 2:4) ............... 0.83 ) 0.01 !0.11 ) 0.01 1.43 ) 0.04 36.63 ) 0.10 34.39 ) 0.26 !26 2.45 !5.70 271 67

Variable power law (z * 2:4) ............... 0.84 0.00 1.43 ) 0.04 36.63 ) 0.10 34.39 ) 0.26 !26 2.45 !5.70 271 67

Notes.—The fixed power-law model is given by eqs. (6)–(8). See eq. (9) and x 6.4 for the variable power-law model. In this table ! is in units of Mpc!3 mag!1,
and M# and zref are not free parameters; rather, they are defined to have the values indicated.

SDSS DR3 QUASAR LUMINOSITY FUNCTION 2783No. 6, 2006

Quasar LF from 
Richards+06 
compared with 
other quasar and 
X-ray surveys
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AGN bolometric luminosity function
To compare LF obtained in different bands, and obtain the AGN 
bolometric LF one possibility (e.g. Marconi+04, Hopkins+07) is

assume an AGN typical Spectral Energy Distribution

find the corrections from the observed band b to bolometric luminosity

possibly correct for obscured AGN with, eg, 
f = obscured (missed) / unobscured (detected)

obtain the AGN bolometric luminosity function ϕ(L,z) as

φ(L, z)dL = [1 + f(Lb, z)]φ(Lb, z)dLb

b is the bolometric correctionL = b(Lb)Lb

18



AGN bolometric luminosity function

Example of AGN SED and derived bolometric corrections.

The optical/X-ray ratio (αOX) depends on luminosity.

Note the missing IR bump in the Marconi+04 SED: this is reprocessed 
radiation, and SHOULD NOT be included when considering luminosity from 
accretion

Marconi+04



AGN bolometric luminosity function
One notable example is the work by Hopkins+07 who combin AGN LF from 
optical, soft and hard X-rays, near and mid IR to derive the AGN bolometric 
luminosity function.
They show that when selection effects (and obscuration) are taken into 
account observed LF are in agreement.

Hopkins+07

opt (B)
bol 0.5-2 keV

2-10 keV
15 μm

opt (B)
bol 0.5-2 keV

2-10 keV
15 μm



AGN bolometric luminosity function

Caveat: these bolometric 
corrections include IR 
emission, therefore are 
overestimated if one needs 
pure accretion luminosity

Caveat: in general these analysis might be biased, because  
AGN SED likely depend also on AGN type
bolometric corrections might have a very large spread

(Vasudevan & Fabian 07)

Hopkins+07
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From previous lectures...
Observational evidence for BHs (106-1010 M) in ~50 nearby galaxies.

BH mass and structural parameters of the host spheroid (e.g. M, L, σ) are 
tightly correlated.

Most (maybe all) galaxies should host a supermassive BH in their nuclei.

These results and assumptions have allowed a demography of local BHs.

AGN are powered by accretion onto supermassive black holes (i.e. leave 
massive BHs as remnants of past activity).

AGN activity was much more common and powerful in the past.

We expect many AGN remnants (“dormant” BHs) in the nuclei of nearby 
galaxies.

Are local Black Holes consistent with expected remnants from AGNs?

22



A. Marconi Beijing International Summer School 2011

From previous lectures...
Observational evidence for BHs (106-1010 M) in ~50 nearby galaxies.

BH mass and structural parameters of the host spheroid (e.g. M, L, σ) are 
tightly correlated.

Most (maybe all) galaxies should host a supermassive BH in their nuclei.

These results and assumptions have allowed a demography of local BHs.

AGN are powered by accretion onto supermassive black holes (i.e. leave 
massive BHs as remnants of past activity).

AGN activity was much more common and powerful in the past.

We expect many AGN remnants (“dormant” BHs) in the nuclei of nearby 
galaxies.

Are local Black Holes consistent with expected remnants from AGNs?

Demography 
of local BHs

What is expected 
from AGN (remnants)

22



ρBH =

� +∞

0
dz

� +∞

0
dL

�
1− ε

ε c2
L

�
φ(L, z) dL

����
dt

dz

���� dz

ṀBH(L)φ(L, z) dL

����
dt

dz

���� dz

Remnants of AGN
Sołtan’s argument (Sołtan 1982)

BH growth rate for an AGN with luminosity L is 

ṀBH = (1− ε)Ṁacc

L = εṀaccc
2

ṀBH =
1− ε

ε c2
L

φ(L, z) dL number per unit volume for AGN in L, L+dL @z

ṀBH(L)φ(L, z) dL BH growth rate per unit vol. for AGN in L, L+dL @z 

BH mass per unit volume accreted from AGN 
emitting L, L+dL during cosmic time z, z+dz 

The remnant BH mass density is then obtained by integrating for L and z 
(for all AGN at all cosmic times)



u =

� +∞

0
dz

� +∞

0
dL φ(L, z)L

����
dt

dz

����

Remnants of AGN
The integrated comoving energy density from quasars is

φ(L, z) dL number of AGN (quasars) in L, L+dL per unit volume @z

L φ(L, z) dL Luminosity density of AGN in L, L+dL @z

L φ(L, z) dL dt Energy density of AGN in L, L+dL radiated in z, z+dz

ρu =
(1− ε)

�c2
u

Then the expected remnant mass density density is simply

Sołtan (1982) used the luminosity function in B band to get bolometric 
luminosity function; transform LB to bolometric L (eg L ~10 νBLν,B)

φ(LB , z)dLB = φ(L, z)dL



u =

� +∞

0
dz

� +∞

0
dLφ(L, z)L

����
dt

dz

���� = 1.3× 10−15 erg cm−3

integrated comoving energy density from quasars (Sołtan 1982)

with efficiency ε, the expected “relic” mass density density is

Local mass density is ~ 3.5-5.5×105 M⊙ pc-3  a factor 1.6-2.5 larger.

... AGN are not only unobscured, blue quasars!

... ρBH depends strongly on efficiency ε

Remnants of AGN

ρu =
(1− ε)u

�c2
= 2.2× 105 M⊙Mpc−3 with ε = 0.1



u =

� +∞

0
dz

� +∞

0
dLφ(L, z)L

����
dt

dz

���� = 1.3× 10−15 erg cm−3

integrated comoving energy density from quasars (Sołtan 1982)

with efficiency ε, the expected “relic” mass density density is

Local mass density is ~ 3.5-5.5×105 M⊙ pc-3  a factor 1.6-2.5 larger.

... AGN are not only unobscured, blue quasars!

... ρBH depends strongly on efficiency ε

Remnants of AGN

ρu =
(1− ε)u

�c2
= 2.2× 105 M⊙Mpc−3 with ε = 0.1

No correction for “obscured” AGNs ... when taken into account:
Marconi +04:        ρAGN ≃ 3.5 ×105 M⊙ Mpc-3       (ε≃0.1; hard X LF, Ueda +03) 
Shankar +08:        ρAGN ≃ 4.5 ×105 M⊙ Mpc-3      (ε≃0.07; hard X LF, Ueda +03)
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I(E) =
1

4π

� zmax

0

� +∞

0

(1 + z)f [E(1 + z)]LX

4πD2
L

φ(LX , z)dLX
dV

dz
dz

The X-ray background
The X-ray background (XRB) was discovered in the early ’60 by Riccardo 
Giacconi and collaborators (Giacconi et al. 1962); 
Peaks at ~30 keV;
Recent surveys have resolved up to ~90% of XRB in the 2-8 keV range
Its spectral shape was different from the typical power laws of AGN X-ray 
spectra; its interpretation has remained elusive until Setti & Woltjer (1989) 
showed that many absorbed AGN at different z could explain its shape.
Several successful synthesis models have been presented since then 
(e.g. Comastri et al. 1995, Gilli et al 2001, Treister & Urry 2005, Gilli, 
Comastri & Hasinger 2007, Treister et al. 2009)
The X-ray background intensity at energy E is given by

26

ϕ is the luminosity function in band X

f(E) is the normalized spectrum of the source with unit luminosity in band X 

flux expected at E from source at z
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The X-ray background
However sources have different spectral shapes depending on obscuration, 
therefore for a given NH distribution

27

I(E) = I(E)unabs + I(E)abs = I(E|0) +
� +∞

0
I(E|NH)p(NH)dNH

The ingredient which are needed are (Gilli et al. 2007)
the shape of the unabsorbed spectrum, usually a power law with a high 
energy cutoff plus a reflected component
the luminosity function of unabsorbed (type 1) AGN, usually all those with 
NH < 1021 cm-2

the intrinsic spectral shape of absorbed (type 2) AGN, usually the same 
as that of type 1
the luminosity function of absorbed (type 2) AGN, usually the same as 
that of type 1 but with a different normalization i.e. the ratio absorbed/
unabsorbed, eventually a function of L, z
the NH distribution, usually assumed constant with z



The X-ray background
82 R. Gilli et al.: The synthesis of the cosmic X-ray background

Fig. 1. The AGN X-ray spectra with different absorptions assumed in
the model. Solid lines from top to bottom: NH = 0 (i.e. unabsorbed
AGN), log NH = 21.5, 22.5, 23.5, 24.5, >25. A primary powerlaw with
Γ = 1.9 and cut off energy Ec = 200 keV is assumed. A 3% soft scat-
tered component is also added in the obscured AGN spectra. The spec-
trum of mildly Compton-thick AGN (log NH = 24.5) is obtained by
summing a transmission component (dashed line) to the same reflec-
tion continuum used to model the spectrum of heavily (log NH > 25)
Compton-thick AGN (see text). In each spectrum a 6.4 keV iron emis-
sion line is also added following Gilli et al. (1999).

3.2. Obscured AGN

X-ray absorption by cold gas with column densities ranging
from values (NH <∼ 1021 cm−2) barely detectable in the X-ray
band to extremely large columns able to efficiently absorb the
X-ray emission up to 10 keV (NH >∼ 1024 cm−2) are routinely
observed for both local (Risaliti et al. 1999) and distant AGN
(Norman et al. 2002; Tozzi et al. 2006; Mainieri et al. 2005). For
the sake of simplicity and following previous analysis (Comastri
et al. 1995; Gilli et al. 2001) the absorbing column density distri-
bution is parametrized with coarse, equally spaced, ∆ log NH =
1 bins centered at log NH = 21.5, 22.5, 23.5, 24.5, 25.5. The
slope of the primary continuum is that of unobscured AGN with
a lower reflection normalization (0.88 rather than 1.3). Indeed, if
the accretion disk is aligned with the obscuring torus, the reflec-
tion efficiency for high inclination angles (expected for obscured
AGN) is lower. A significant difference in the reflected compo-
nent from the accretion disk in unobscured and obscured AGN
is not yet seen in the data, however the typical values measured
in samples of Seyfert 1s and Seyfert 2s are consistent with the
assumed values (Risaliti 2002; Perola et al. 2002). As in the case
of unobscured AGN, the disk reflection component was added
only for sources at Seyfert-like luminosities.

The photoelectric absorption cut-off in Compton-thin AGN
(log NH < 24) is computed using the Morrison & Mc Cammon
(1983) cross sections for solar abundances, while absorption in
the Compton-thick regime was computed with an upgraded ver-
sion of a Monte Carlo code originally developed by Yaqoob
(1997). As long as the absorption column density does not ex-
ceed values of the order of 1025 cm−2, the nuclear radiation
above 10–15 keV is able to penetrate the obscuring gas. For
higher column densities the X-ray spectrum is down-scattered
by Compton recoil and hence depressed over the entire energy

range. In the following we will refer to sources in the
log NH = 24.5 and log NH = 25.5 absorption bins as “mildly
Compton-thick” and “heavily Compton-thick” AGN, respec-
tively. The broad band spectrum of mildly Compton-thick AGN
is parametrized by two components: the transmitted one which
dominates above 10 keV (dashed line in Fig. 1) and the reflected
one which emerges at lower energies and is likely to be origi-
nated by reflection from the inner side of the obscuring torus. As
for the relative normalization of the torus reflection component,
which is only poorly known, we assumed a value of 0.37. This
is such to produce a 2–10 keV reflected flux which is 2% of the
intrinsic one and is consistent with the average ratio between the
observed 2–10 keV luminosity of Compton-thick and Compton-
thin AGN (see e.g. Maiolino et al. 1998a). A pure reflection con-
tinuum is assumed to be a good representation of the spectrum
of heavily Compton-thick AGN over the entire energy range. As
for the 6.4 keV iron emission line, a Gaussian with σ = 0.1 keV
was assumed for all obscured AGN, with equivalent width rang-
ing from a few hundreds eV for moderately obscured sources
to ∼2 keV for Compton-thick objects (see details in Gilli et al.
1999).

We finally added a soft component to the spectra of obscured
AGN, since soft X-ray emission in excess of the absorbed pow-
erlaw is common in the spectra of Seyfert 2 galaxies (e.g. Turner
et al. 1997; Guainazzi & Bianchi 2006). The origin of this soft
component has been proposed to be manifold: i) a circumnu-
clear starburst, which is often observed around the nuclei of
Seyfert 2 galaxies (e.g. Maiolino et al. 1998b); ii) scattering of
the primary powerlaw by hot gas (Matt et al. 1996); iii) leak-
age of a fraction of the primary radiation through an absorbing
medium which covers only partially the nuclear source (Vignali
et al. 1998; Malaguti et al. 1999); iv) sum of unresolved emis-
sion lines from photoionized gas (Bianchi et al. 2006a). Very
recently Guainazzi & Bianchi (2006) have shown that, when ob-
served with high spectral resolution, the soft X-ray emission of
most Seyfert 2 galaxies can be explained as the sum of indi-
vidual emission lines. However, since we are interested in the
broad band properties of the X-ray spectrum, we keep a simple
modeling of the soft X-ray spectrum by assuming a powerlaw
with the same spectral index of the primary powerlaw. Following
Gilli et al. (2001), the normalization of the scattered compo-
nent was fixed to 3% of that of the primary powerlaw. This soft
emission level is in agreement with the recent results mentioned
above (Guainazzi & Bianchi 2006; see also Bianchi & Guainazzi
2006b).

The broad band spectral templates adopted in the calcula-
tions in the various absorption bins are shown in Fig. 1.

4. Dispersion of the photon indices

While it is well known since the first AGN spectral surveys
(i.e. Maccacaro et al. 1988) that the distribution of X-ray spec-
tral slopes is characterized by a not negligible intrinsic disper-
sion, this very observational fact has always been neglected in
the synthesis of the XRB spectrum. The most recent estimates
(Mateos et al. 2005) from the analysis of relatively faint AGN
in the Lockman Hole are consistent with an intrinsic dispersion
of about 0.2–0.3 confirming previous results obtained for nearby
bright Seyferts (Nandra & Pounds 1994). In the following we
will discuss how the inclusion of a distribution of spectral slopes
modifies the synthesis of the XRB spectrum with respect to the
adoption of a single value.

AGN spectra, with 
different NH absorption
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Fig. 5. Same as the previous figure but considering the hard XLF data of La Franca et al. (2005).

Fig. 6. The 68, 90, 99% confidence contours on the best fit RS and RQ ra-
tios computed for two interesting parameters (∆χ2 = 2.3, 4.61, 9.21,
respectively).

that all of these distributions are intrinsic, i.e. those which would
be observed at extremely low (formally zero) limiting fluxes.

With such an approach our model provides quantitative and
accurate predictions on both the NH and Γ distribution to be
observed at any given limiting flux, thus allowing comparisons

Fig. 7. Comparison between the model NH distribution (upper left) and
those obtained from previous works. The number of objects in each
NH bin is normalized to the total number of Compton-thin (21 <
logNH < 24) AGN, i.e. the sum of the first three NH bins is 1 (see
Sect. 6 for details). The estimated fractions of Compton-thick objects
are discussed in Sects. 7 and 9. Shaded areas refer to lower limits to NH.

with the numerous results obtained by recent X-ray surveys as
discussed in Sect. 8.

local NH distributions
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Fig. 12. The observed ratio between optical type-2 and type-1 AGN in
the Hasinger (2006) sample as a function of intrinsic 2–10 keV lumi-
nosity compared with the ratio between obscured (log NH > 21) and
unobscured (log NH < 21) AGN as predicted by model m2 (dashed
line) and m1 (dotted line) after folding with the appropriate selection ef-
fects of the observed sample. The shaded area represents the uncertain-
ties on model m2. Model m1 (constant intrinsic ratio) appears strongly
disfavored.

Fig. 13. The intrinsic fraction of AGN with log NH > 22 vs. intrinsic
2–10 keV luminosity as determined by Akylas et al. (2006, filled cir-
cles) and Ueda et al. (2003, open squares) compared with the corre-
sponding fraction assumed in model m2 (dashed line). Uncertainties on
model m2 are shown by the shaded area.

by Eq. (5), and then summed all of them together. Consistently
with the computation of the source counts (see Sect. 6), the input
XLF of HMS05 is integrated in the 1042−1048 erg s−1 0.5–2 keV
luminosity range and 0–5 redshift interval.

In order to quantify the effects of an intrinsic dispersion in
the spectral slope distribution we show in Fig. 14 the contribu-
tion of only unobscured AGN. Increasing the dispersion from

Fig. 14. The integrated contribution of unobscured AGN to the
XRB spectrum as a function of the dispersion in their spectral distri-
bution (σΓ). From bottom to top curve: σΓ = 0.0, 0.2, 0.3. The spectral
distribution is centered at 〈Γ〉 = 1.9. Datapoints are explained in detail
in the Caption of Fig. 15.

zero to 0.2 and 0.3, the contribution at 30–40 keV is increased
by 30–40%. This has the obvious consequence of reducing the
number of obscured sources required to match the XRB peak
intensity.

The effects of the dispersion in the photon indices is con-
sidered also when computing the contribution of the absorbed
Compton-thin population. In Fig. 15a we show the separate con-
tribution to the XRB spectrum from unobscured and obscured
Compton-thin AGN as well as their summed contribution. The
total curve also includes the contribution from galaxy clusters
(which is at most ∼10% at 1 keV; see Gilli et al. 1999).

The integrated emission from the considered populations re-
produces the entire resolved XRB flux (e.g. Worsley et al. 2005)
up to 5–6 keV, while in the 6–10 keV range it is slightly above
it. In other words, the deepest X-ray surveys have already sam-
pled the whole unobscured and most of the obscured Compton-
thin population. Also, Compton-thin AGN are found to explain
most of the XRB below 10 keV as measured by HEAO-1 A2,
but fail to reproduce the 30 keV bump, calling for an addi-
tional population of Compton-thick objects. We then added as
many Compton-thick AGN as required to match the XRB in-
tensity above 30 keV, under the assumptions that the number of
mildly Compton-thick objects (log NH = 24.5) is equal to that
of heavily Compton-thick objects (log NH = 25.5), as observed
in the local Universe (Risaliti et al. 1999), and that they have
the same cosmological evolution of Compton-thin AGN. The fit
requires a population of Compton-thick AGN as numerous as
that of Compton-thin ones, i.e. four times the number of unob-
scured AGN at low luminosities and an equal number at high lu-
minosities. With Compton-thick AGN the total obscured to un-
obscured AGN ratio decreases from 8 at low luminosities to 2
at high luminosities. It is worth noting that the above ratio is
estimated by fitting the XRB level at 30 keV as measured by
HEAO1–A2. The global fit to the XRB spectrum is shown in
Fig. 15b. Since the HEAO-1 A2 background is found to be lower
by about 20% with respect the most recent determinations of
the 2–10 keV background intensity (Kushino et al. 2002; Lumb
et al. 2002; Hickox & Markevitch 2006), our model does not ac-
count for the full XRB values measured by e.g. ASCA, XMM

AGN fraction with 
NH > 1022 cm-2 
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The X-ray background
Performing the integration the background peak is not reproduced;

however AGN detected in 0.5-10 keV are those with NH < 1024 cm-2,

the missing emission is due to AGN with  
NH > 1024 cm-2  

the so-called 
Compton Thick AGN

Include CT assuming 
they have the same LF 
as unobscured and 
less-obscured AGN;

the only free parameter 
is then the CT fraction, 
if one further assumes 
that it has the same 
L,z dependence as less 
obscured AGN
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The X-ray background
When Compton-thick AGN are included the peak is well reproduced.
But ... the spectrum of a CT AGN consists only of the reflected 
component; its normalization depends on LX fscatt where fscatt is the 
scattering efficiency
fscatt usually not well 
know from 
observations (even 
in local universe); 
assume  fscatt = 0.02.
XRB cannot 
constrain the 
fraction of CT AGN 
but only the ratio
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Compton Thick AGN
Treister et al. 2009 discuss the constraints on CT AGN that can be obtained 
from the XRB (degeneracy on the normalization of the reflection component) 
and the hard X-ray surveys at z~0.

Estimate density of local CT 
AGN from 10 CT AGN detected 
by Swift and INTEGRAL in 
complete samples at z<0.03
They are probably still missing 
NH>1025 cm-2 ...
The number of CT AGN is still 
totally unconstrained at high z!
With their estimates of the CT 
fraction, Treister+2009 still 
obtain
ρBH ≃ 4.5 ×105 M⊙ Mpc-3 (ε=0.1) 
meaning that unless there is very 
large population of CT AGN we 
are completely missing, 
estimates are quite stable.
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Figure 4. Degeneracy of the local density of CT AGN and the normalization of
the Compton reflection component subject to the constraint of either the XRB
intensity or the number of CT AGNs in hard X-ray surveys. The dark gray region
shows the space density obtained from the 10 CT AGNs detected by Swift and
INTEGRAL in complete samples at z ∼ 0, including 1σ statistical fluctuations.
The light gray region shows the constraints to these parameters given by the
intensity of the XRB in the 20–40 keV band, assuming a 5% uncertainty in the
XRB intensity. The correct values of these parameters must be at the intersection
between these two regions, namely, a normalization of the Compton reflection
component of ∼1 and a CT number density of ∼2 × 10−6 Mpc−3.

CT AGN roughly three times higher than the observed value of
∼2 × 10−6 Mpc−3 and average Compton reflection component
normalization of ∼0.6. (The latter is a rough estimate, since they
assumed R = 0.88 for obscured sources at low luminosities,
and R = 0 at high luminosities.) The model of Treister &
Urry (2005) assumed a similarly high number of CT AGNs and
a higher normalization of the Compton reflection component,
and hence resulted in a higher intensity of the XRB, consistent
with the HEAO 1 (Gruber et al. 1999) measurements increased
by 40%, similar to what was assumed by Ueda et al. (2003)
and Ballantyne et al. (2006) in order to match the observations
of the XRB at lower energies by Chandra and XMM. Such a
high value of the XRB intensity at E ∼ 10–50 keV is now ruled
out by new INTEGRAL (Churazov et al. 2007), Swift (Ajello
et al. 2008), and BeppoSAX (Frontera et al. 2007) data. Given
the degeneracies with other model parameters, it is unlikely that
the XRB could be used to constrain the average value of R.
High signal-to-noise observations of individual sources at E >
10 keV are required for this purpose.

3.2. A New X-Ray Background Fit

Since both the number density of CT AGNs and the normal-
ization of the Compton reflection component can now be con-
strained independently, we can attempt to match the observed
spectrum and intensity of the XRB. In Figure 5, we show our
new fit, which matches the INTEGRAL and Swift observations at
E > 10 keV, which are ∼10% higher than the HEAO 1 normal-
ization. The original fit of Treister & Urry (2005), which has a
factor of ∼4 more CT AGN, is also shown. Not surprisingly, the
effects of changing the number of CT AGNs are most important
in the E = 10–100 keV region.

Figure 5. Observed spectrum of the extragalactic XRB from HEAO 1 (Gruber
et al. 1999), Chandra (Hickox & Markevitch 2006), XMM (De Luca & Molendi
2004), INTEGRAL (Churazov et al. 2007), and Swift (Ajello et al. 2008) data.
The dashed gray line shows the XRB spectrum from the AGN population
synthesis model of Treister & Urry (2005), which assumed a 40% higher value
for the HEAO 1 XRB normalization. The thick black solid line shows our new
population synthesis model for the XRB spectrum; the only change is the number
of CT AGNs, which is reduced by a factor of 4 relative to the number in Treister
& Urry (2005). The dashed (red, blue, and black in the electronic version) thin
lines show the contribution to this model from unobscured, obscured Compton-
thin and CT AGNs, respectively.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

The new XRB fit matches both the INTEGRAL and Swift/BAT
observations at E > 10 keV and the Chandra measurements
at lower energies (which are ∼30% higher than the HEAO 1
A-2 observations). Recently, a new measurement of the XRB
intensity at E = 1.5–7 keV using the Swift XRT (X-ray
telescope) was presented by Moretti et al. (2009). These new
data confirmed that the original HEAO 1 normalization should
be increased by ∼30% and ∼10% at low and high energies,
respectively. In contrast, the AGN population synthesis model
of Gilli et al. (2007) assumed the original HEAO 1 intensity at
all energies, which translates into a relatively lower contribution
from unobscured sources. In order to produce the necessary
hard spectrum, Gilli et al. (2007) had to assume a relatively
high number of obscured sources at high luminosities, i.e.,
an unusual, inverted dependence of the obscured fraction of
AGNs as a function of luminosity (Hasinger 2008; Treister
et al. 2009).

Assuming a fixed value of the Compton reflection component,
how much can the number of CT AGNs change and still
match the XRB, given the existing uncertainties in the intensity
measurements? The INTEGRAL measurements of the XRB,
reported by Churazov et al. (2007), have uncertainties of ∼5%
including both statistic and systematic effects. Similarly, the
Swift measurements have estimated errors of ∼3% (Ajello et al.
2008). Both measurements are consistent with each other but are
∼10% higher than the original HEAO 1 intensity. Translating
this ∼5% uncertainty into an uncertainty in the number of
CT AGNs, we conclude that the total number of CT AGNs
can be changed by a factor of 55% and still be consistent

Gilli+2007 model (all z)

Constraints from XRB

Treister+2009

Local CT 
(Swift & INTEGRAL)



Compton Thick AGN
Several methods have been proposed to search 
for CT AGN (eg intro of Ballantyne+2011)

Hard X-ray surveys (> 20 keV; Bassani
+1999, Tueller+2008, Burlon+2011)

but still low sensitivity for z>0
Extremely deep X-ray surveys 
(2-10 keV; eg Tozzi +06, Comastri+11)

but huge observing times required 
(> 1 Msec, up to 10 Msec!)
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Fig. 1. The AGN X-ray spectra with different absorptions assumed in
the model. Solid lines from top to bottom: NH = 0 (i.e. unabsorbed
AGN), log NH = 21.5, 22.5, 23.5, 24.5, >25. A primary powerlaw with
Γ = 1.9 and cut off energy Ec = 200 keV is assumed. A 3% soft scat-
tered component is also added in the obscured AGN spectra. The spec-
trum of mildly Compton-thick AGN (log NH = 24.5) is obtained by
summing a transmission component (dashed line) to the same reflec-
tion continuum used to model the spectrum of heavily (log NH > 25)
Compton-thick AGN (see text). In each spectrum a 6.4 keV iron emis-
sion line is also added following Gilli et al. (1999).

3.2. Obscured AGN

X-ray absorption by cold gas with column densities ranging
from values (NH <∼ 1021 cm−2) barely detectable in the X-ray
band to extremely large columns able to efficiently absorb the
X-ray emission up to 10 keV (NH >∼ 1024 cm−2) are routinely
observed for both local (Risaliti et al. 1999) and distant AGN
(Norman et al. 2002; Tozzi et al. 2006; Mainieri et al. 2005). For
the sake of simplicity and following previous analysis (Comastri
et al. 1995; Gilli et al. 2001) the absorbing column density distri-
bution is parametrized with coarse, equally spaced, ∆ log NH =
1 bins centered at log NH = 21.5, 22.5, 23.5, 24.5, 25.5. The
slope of the primary continuum is that of unobscured AGN with
a lower reflection normalization (0.88 rather than 1.3). Indeed, if
the accretion disk is aligned with the obscuring torus, the reflec-
tion efficiency for high inclination angles (expected for obscured
AGN) is lower. A significant difference in the reflected compo-
nent from the accretion disk in unobscured and obscured AGN
is not yet seen in the data, however the typical values measured
in samples of Seyfert 1s and Seyfert 2s are consistent with the
assumed values (Risaliti 2002; Perola et al. 2002). As in the case
of unobscured AGN, the disk reflection component was added
only for sources at Seyfert-like luminosities.

The photoelectric absorption cut-off in Compton-thin AGN
(log NH < 24) is computed using the Morrison & Mc Cammon
(1983) cross sections for solar abundances, while absorption in
the Compton-thick regime was computed with an upgraded ver-
sion of a Monte Carlo code originally developed by Yaqoob
(1997). As long as the absorption column density does not ex-
ceed values of the order of 1025 cm−2, the nuclear radiation
above 10–15 keV is able to penetrate the obscuring gas. For
higher column densities the X-ray spectrum is down-scattered
by Compton recoil and hence depressed over the entire energy

range. In the following we will refer to sources in the
log NH = 24.5 and log NH = 25.5 absorption bins as “mildly
Compton-thick” and “heavily Compton-thick” AGN, respec-
tively. The broad band spectrum of mildly Compton-thick AGN
is parametrized by two components: the transmitted one which
dominates above 10 keV (dashed line in Fig. 1) and the reflected
one which emerges at lower energies and is likely to be origi-
nated by reflection from the inner side of the obscuring torus. As
for the relative normalization of the torus reflection component,
which is only poorly known, we assumed a value of 0.37. This
is such to produce a 2–10 keV reflected flux which is 2% of the
intrinsic one and is consistent with the average ratio between the
observed 2–10 keV luminosity of Compton-thick and Compton-
thin AGN (see e.g. Maiolino et al. 1998a). A pure reflection con-
tinuum is assumed to be a good representation of the spectrum
of heavily Compton-thick AGN over the entire energy range. As
for the 6.4 keV iron emission line, a Gaussian with σ = 0.1 keV
was assumed for all obscured AGN, with equivalent width rang-
ing from a few hundreds eV for moderately obscured sources
to ∼2 keV for Compton-thick objects (see details in Gilli et al.
1999).

We finally added a soft component to the spectra of obscured
AGN, since soft X-ray emission in excess of the absorbed pow-
erlaw is common in the spectra of Seyfert 2 galaxies (e.g. Turner
et al. 1997; Guainazzi & Bianchi 2006). The origin of this soft
component has been proposed to be manifold: i) a circumnu-
clear starburst, which is often observed around the nuclei of
Seyfert 2 galaxies (e.g. Maiolino et al. 1998b); ii) scattering of
the primary powerlaw by hot gas (Matt et al. 1996); iii) leak-
age of a fraction of the primary radiation through an absorbing
medium which covers only partially the nuclear source (Vignali
et al. 1998; Malaguti et al. 1999); iv) sum of unresolved emis-
sion lines from photoionized gas (Bianchi et al. 2006a). Very
recently Guainazzi & Bianchi (2006) have shown that, when ob-
served with high spectral resolution, the soft X-ray emission of
most Seyfert 2 galaxies can be explained as the sum of indi-
vidual emission lines. However, since we are interested in the
broad band properties of the X-ray spectrum, we keep a simple
modeling of the soft X-ray spectrum by assuming a powerlaw
with the same spectral index of the primary powerlaw. Following
Gilli et al. (2001), the normalization of the scattered compo-
nent was fixed to 3% of that of the primary powerlaw. This soft
emission level is in agreement with the recent results mentioned
above (Guainazzi & Bianchi 2006; see also Bianchi & Guainazzi
2006b).

The broad band spectral templates adopted in the calcula-
tions in the various absorption bins are shown in Fig. 1.

4. Dispersion of the photon indices

While it is well known since the first AGN spectral surveys
(i.e. Maccacaro et al. 1988) that the distribution of X-ray spec-
tral slopes is characterized by a not negligible intrinsic disper-
sion, this very observational fact has always been neglected in
the synthesis of the XRB spectrum. The most recent estimates
(Mateos et al. 2005) from the analysis of relatively faint AGN
in the Lockman Hole are consistent with an intrinsic dispersion
of about 0.2–0.3 confirming previous results obtained for nearby
bright Seyferts (Nandra & Pounds 1994). In the following we
will discuss how the inclusion of a distribution of spectral slopes
modifies the synthesis of the XRB spectrum with respect to the
adoption of a single value.

CT 
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cosmological evolution of heavily obscured and Compton-thick
(NH >∼ 1024 cm−2, hereafter CT, see Comastri 2004, for a review)
AGN. In recent years it has become clear that nuclear obscura-
tion may be associated with a specific, early phase in the cos-
mic history of every AGN (e.g. Page et al. 2004; Hopkins et al.
2006; Menci et al. 2008). At high redshift, the large gas reservoir
may be able to both fuel and obscure the accreting supermassive
black hole (SMBH) and sustain vigorous star formation in the
host galaxy. A sizable population of heavily obscured CT AGN
at the redshift peak of AGN activity (z ∼ 1−2) is also invoked to
reconcile the local SMBH mass function with that obtained from
the AGN luminosity function (Marconi et al. 2004).

The space density of obscured AGN beyond the local
Universe is estimated by subtracting the cumulative flux and
spectrum of resolved sources from the total X-ray background
(XRB) intensity (Worsley et al. 2004; Comastri et al. 2005) or in
the framework of population synthesis models for the XRB (e.g.
Gilli et al. 2007; Treister & Urry 2005). Following the approach
described above, the most promising candidates to explain the
so far largely unresolved spectrum of the XRB around its 20–
30 keV peak are heavily obscured (NH > 1023 cm−2) AGN at
z ∼ 0.5−1.5, many of them being CT. The integral contribution
of CT AGN to the hard (>10 keV) XRB and in turnto the cos-
mic SMBH accretion history depends on the assumptions made
in the synthesis models and ranges from about 10% (Treister
et al. 2009) up to ∼30% (Gilli et al. 2007). These estimates are
made under simplified hypotheses, because the lack of observa-
tional evidence about the cosmological evolution and the spec-
tral shape of the most obscured AGN. It is customary to constrain
the CT AGN local space density by requiring that it matches
the results obtained for optically selected (Risaliti et al. 1999;
Guainazzi et al. 2005) or hard X-ray selected Swift (Tueller et al.
2010) and  (Beckmann et al. 2009) surveys in the local
Universe.

At present, only a handful of the “bona fide” known CT AGN
(Comastri 2004; Della Ceca et al. 2008) have been found at cos-
mological distances (Norman et al. 2002; Iwasawa et al. 2005;
Alexander et al. 2008) by means of X-ray observations. A sys-
tematic search for X-ray selected CT AGN has been carried out
in the CDF-S (Tozzi et al. 2006) and CDF-N (Georgantopoulos
et al. 2009) yielding several candidates spanning a broad red-
shift range (up to z = 3.7). The surface density of the can-
didate CT AGN agrees fairly well with the Gilli et al. (2007)
XRB synthesis model predictions. Though effective in finding
the signature of heavy obscuration, Chandra surveys are limited
in photon-counting statistics. The CT nature of most of the can-
didates is inferred on the basis of relatively poor quality (less
than a few hundred counts) X-ray spectra. For this reason, al-
ternative, multi-wavelength selection techniques based on high-
ionization, narrow optical emission lines (Vignali et al. 2010;
Gilli et al. 2010) or on the ratio between mid-infrared and opti-
cal fluxes (Daddi et al. 2007; Alexander et al. 2008; Fiore et al.
2008, 2009) were developed in the last few years. They seem to
be promising to find sizable samples of highly obscured and/or
CT AGN at moderate to high redshifts (z ∼ 1−3). However, they
rely on indirect methods, such as stacking, and may still be prone
to contamination by less obscured AGN or galaxies (e.g. Donley
et al. 2008).

The ultra-deep XMM-Newton exposure over an area cover-
ing the CDF-S and its flanking fields coupled with the spectral
throughput of the pn and MOS detectors is expected to deliver
X-ray spectra of unprecedented quality and thus to unambigu-
ously identify CT absorption signatures in a significant number
of objects. In this paper (Paper I) we give an overview of the

Fig. 1. Combined pn and MOS color image. The standard color-coding
is adopted: red for the soft (0.4–1 keV) band, green for the medium (1–
2 keV) band and blue for the hard (2–8 keV) band. The energy range
around the strong copper line at 7.8 keV in the pn data is removed. The
image size is ≈32′ on a side and has been smoothed with a 4 arcsec
Gaussian kernel.

XMM-Newton survey in the CDF-S field and present the X-ray
spectral analysis of two obscured AGN. We adopt a cosmology
with H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1, ΩM = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7.

2. Observations and data analysis

The CDF-S area was surveyed with XMM-Newton in several dif-
ferent epochs spread over almost nine years. The results pre-
sented in this paper are obtained combining the observations
awarded to our project in AO7 and AO8 (and performed in four
different epochs between July 2008 and March 2010, with the
archival data obtained in the period July 2001–January 2002).
The total exposure after cleaning from background flares is
≈2.82 Ms for the two MOS and ≈2.45 for the pn detectors. An
extended and detailed description of the full data set including
data analysis and reduction and the X-ray catalog will be pub-
lished in Ranalli et al. (in prep.).

The data reduction was carried out with the standard XMM-
Newton data analysis software SAS 9.0 and HEASARC’s
FTOOLS. The event files used for extracting spectra were fil-
tered by applying light curves of the whole field in the high-
energy band where few source photons are expected: 10–12 keV
for the pn and 9.5–12 keV for the MOS, and the quiescent time
intervals were selected. Background flares were filtered with a
3σ clipping procedure. Individual pointings were slightly off-set
from each other to smear detector gaps and obtain a more uni-
form coverage of the field. pn observations are more affected
by “high” particle background periods and detector gaps than
MOS; as a consequence, the net pn exposure time is significantly
shorter than for MOS. The individual pointings were brought to
a common reference frame using the positions of the Chandra
sources (Luo et al. 2008). X-ray images in soft (0.4–1 keV),
medium (1–2 keV) and hard (2–8 keV) bands were accumulated
for each orbit and summed. The color image is shown in Fig. 1.

3. X-ray spectral properties of two high-redshift
obscured AGN

A sample of 14 candidate CT AGN from the CDF-S Chandra
1 Ms observations was selected by Tozzi et al. (2006) on the
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Deep XMM exposure (~3.3 Ms) of the Chandra 
deep field south (Comastri+2011). Red (0.4–1 
keV), green (1– 2 keV) and blue (2–8 keV) band. 
CT sources are detected which escape other 
non-X selections (see later).



Compton Thick AGN
Mid-IR selection (i.e. search for emission of dust heated by AGN; e.g., 
Stern+2005, Polletta+2006, Daddi+2007, Alexander+2008, Fiore
+2008,2009)

but possible problems disentangling from Starburts emission

M. Polletta et al.: Obscured and powerful AGN and starburst at z ∼ 3.5 89

Fig. 6. Rest-frame UV-mm spectral energy distributions of the selected targets (cyan full circles), SW022550 (left panel), and SW022513 (right
panel). The red dotted curves represent the starburst models normalized at the observed 1.2 mm flux from the library in Siebenmorgen & Krügel
(2007). The dashed blue curves represent torus models from Hönig et al. (2006) normalized at 24 µm. The green solid line is a type 1 AGN template
normalized at the observed J-band (1.25 µm) flux. The solid purple curves represent the total of the starburst, torus, and type 1 AGN templates
which yield the 50 best χ2, where the χ2 is computed using 7 data points from the J-band to the 24 µm, and do not overpredict the observed fluxes
and upper limits at FIR wavelengths (see text for more details). The models are used to estimate the luminosities reported in Table 3.

higher number of models yields either poor fits or does not in-
crease significantly the range of SEDs already represented by the
50 best models.

The preferred starburst models contain an old stellar popula-
tion component, correspond to starbursts of intermediate sizes,
i.e. 3 kpc, and show a wide range of ratios, ∼40−90%, of the
OB stars luminosity with respect to the total luminosity. The
preferred torus model for both sources, defined as the most often
chosen among the best 50 models, corresponds to a torus with
axis at only 15◦ from the line of sight with an additional cold
dusty absorber along the line of sight. Such a model explains
the prominent MIR emission as radiation from hot dust in the
torus inner walls, and the red MIR colors as extinguished torus
radiation by a cold absorber (for details on the AGN models see
Polletta et al. 2008).

From the set of acceptable models we derive the AGN and
the starburst bolometric (0.1−1000µm) luminosities, and the
IR (8−1000µm) starburst luminosity. The derived luminosities
for all acceptable models are reported in Table 3.

Assuming that the estimated IR luminosity is produced
by a starburst, the derived SFRs, given by SFR(M$/yr) =
L(IR)/(5.8×109L$) (Kennicutt 1998), are ∼500−3000 M$/yr for
both sources. The estimated SFRs are consistent with those esti-
mated in other radio-quiet obscured QSOs at high-z (e.g. Ivison
et al. 1998; Efstathiou 2006; Stevens et al. 2005; Polletta et al.
2008; Sajina et al. 2007b).

3.3. The origin of the radio luminosity

Among the various feedback mechanisms that have been sug-
gested as star formation regulators in high-z galaxies, the ra-
dio feedback mode is probably the most popular and successful
in reproducing numerous observables through simulations (Silk
& Rees 1998; Croton et al. 2006; Cattaneo & Teyssier 2007).
Because of the predicted short timescale associated with the
radio activity and of the difficulty of identifying AGN-driven
radio activity in non radio-loud objects, there is only limited
evidence of radio feedback at play on star-formation in AGNs,
especially at high-z, and at high luminosities. The best support-
ing observations are the detection of AGN-driven outflows in
high-z radio-galaxies (Nesvadba et al. 2006, 2007b,a), and of
moderate AGN-driven radio activity in high-z Spitzer-selected

starburst and AGNs (Sajina et al. 2007a; Polletta 2008). Finding
further evidence of AGN-driven radio activity, especially in mas-
sive high-z star forming galaxies, would provide additional sup-
port for the radio feedback as quenching mechanism. Here, we
analyze the origin of the radio emission in our two sources.

The measured radio fluxes of SW022550, and
SW022513 correspond to 1.4 GHz rest-frame luminosi-
ties of 1025.50 W Hz−1 and 1025.38 W Hz−1, respectively, or
SFRs ∼ 6000 M$/yr, if powered by star formation. These high
luminosities would imply the presence of AGN-driven radio
emission in the local universe (an AGN is classified radio-loud if
P1.4 GHz > 1023.5 W Hz−1, corresponding to a SFR & 100 M$/yr;
Condon 1992). However, at high-z, intense starburst episodes
with SFRs of thousands of M$/yr can be expected. It is thus not
straightforward to infer an AGN origin of the radio emission
in sources at high-z based on the estimated radio luminosities.
Although a broad multi-wavelength coverage is available for
both sources, some traditional diagnostic methods would not be
reliable in probing an AGN origin of the radio emission. The
commonly diagnostic based on large radio/optical flux ratios
cannot be applied because our sources suffer from heavy optical
obscuration. Another diagnostic is provided by the radio/infrared
flux ratio, which is based on the well established far-IR/radio
correlation (Condon 1992). The average FIR-to-radio emission
ratio q = log(L(FIR)/3.75 × 1012 W)−log(Lν,1.4 GHz/W Hz−1) is
equal to 2.34 in local star forming galaxies (Yun et al. 2001),
where L(FIR) = L 40−120 µm, and L(FIR)/L(IR) = 0.56 ± 0.1 for
the starburst models used in this work. Slightly lower values
have been found in sources at higher z, q = 2.07 in z ∼ 2
SMGs (Kovács et al. 2006), and q = 2.21 ± 0.02 in radio-quiet
MIR selected z ∼ 1−2.5 AGNs (Sajina et al. 2008). As the AGN
contribution to the radio emission increases, q decreases. For
example, in radio loud AGNs q is typically close to zero or
negative. The q values derived for our sources using the FIR
luminosities obtained from the starburst models (see Table 3)
are ∼0.8−1.6 for both sources. These low values favor an AGN
origin for the observed radio emission. This is also supported
by the steep radio spectral index in SW022550 and the extended
radio size of SW022513.

In summary, we find some evidence of an AGN origin for the
radio emission of our two sources. The associated radio activity
is moderate, as it is only slightly in excess of what is typically

The ‘trick’ is that AGN dust is ‘hotter’ than dust heated by starbursts, 
therefore sources with high mid-IR emission (and no X-ray emission) are 
candidate obscured AGN.
For example, Fiore+2008, select sources with large F(24 mu)/F(R) and red R-
K colors.

Polletta+2008



Compton Thick AGN
Search for particular optical or X-ray features

high ionization lines e.g. [NeV] (Gilli+2011)
high EW of Fe Ka line (e.g. La Mass+2009, Comastri+2011, Feruglio+2011)

Usually candidates CT are 
not detected in X-rays, one 
typical technique is then to 
stack X-ray observations for 
those sources.
Usually, X-ray emission at 
the level expected from CT 
AGN is detected in the 
stacks (but not in single 
object observations).

FIGURE 1. Left panel: fraction of obscured AGN with L2−10 ∼ 1044 erg s−1 as observed by [13]
(Hasinger 2008, datapoints) compared with the model expectations by [16] (GCH07, solid lines). The
intrinsic fraction of obscured AGNwith L2−10 = 1044 erg s−1, assumed to be constant with redshift in [16],
is shown as an horizontal line. When folding this intrinsic fraction with the sky coverage curve of the AGN
sample in [13], because of selection and K-correction effects, the observed bent solid curve is obtained.
Right panel: space density of CT AGN as measured through [O III]5007 selection (datapoints at z ≤ 0.7)
and through IR selection (z≥ 0.9). Model curves for CT AGN with different X-ray luminosity (as labeled)
are from [16]: each datapoint should be compared with the curve marked by the same, smaller symbol.
The shaded region shows the redshift range accessible to [Ne V]3426 selection in optical spectroscopic
surveys; CT AGN candidates selected through X-ray spectroscopy in the XMM-CDFS cover the same
redshift range and further extend to higher redshifts. Adapted from [26].

sic obscured fraction which is constant with redshift translates into an observed fraction
which is increasing with redshift. Thus, the trend at logL2−10 = 44 found in [13] might
be mostly driven by K-correction effects rather than by a truly evolving obscured AGN
fraction. The same conclusion also holds at lower luminosities. A possible way to recon-
cile this result with the redshift evolution found in [11] and [12], who take into account
selection effects in their estimates but do not split their samples into narrow luminosity
bins, is to hypothesize that the obscured fraction increases with redshift only for very lu-
minous QSOs. Indeed, the luminosity dependence of the obscured AGN fraction in [16]
appears to be too shallowwhen compared with recent results [13, 17], overestimating the
number of obscured QSOs with logLx ∼ 45: a too large number of local obscured QSOs
assumed in [16] might mask any increase with redshift. The possibility of a stronger
evolution of the obscured AGN fraction for more luminous sources has, for instance,
been proposed in the blast-wave semi-analytic model by [9].

THEMOST HEAVILY OBSCURED AGN

If the overall evolution of obscured AGN is uncertain, the evolution of the most heavily
obscured and elusive ones, the so-called Compton-Thick AGN (NH > 1024cm−2; here-
after CT AGN), is completely unknown. Only ∼50 bona-fide CT AGN are known in the
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Gilli+2010

Overall the observed number 
densities of CT are ~ consisted 
with those used in XRB models 
(eg. Gilli+2007, Gilli+2010)
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X-ray background and BHs
The XRB is the integrated emission of all AGN, therefore it can be used to 
estimate the total BH mass density similarly to the Soltan argument applied 
to quasars:

consider ϕall of unobscured + obscured +CT AGN;

fbol,X is the bolometric correction to obtain Lbol from LX in band X

integrate on E 

I(E) =
1

4π

� zmax

0

� +∞

0

(1 + z)f [E(1 + z)]LX

4πD2
L

φall(LX , z)dLX
dV

dz
dz

IX =

� +∞

0
I(E)dE =

c

4π

� zmax

0

� +∞

0

1

1 + z
LXφall(LX , z)

dt

dz
dLX dz

Noting that dV = 4πD2
Lc dt

Finally obtain
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X-ray background and BHs
Comparing with expression from energy density in Soltan argument, one can 
then write

to see effect of obscured AGN, use only unobscured AGN, and consider 
average fraction of obscured/unobscured to write

IT = fbol,X (1 + fobs)IX,unabs

(1 + �z�)4πIT
c

= (1 + �z�)u�
X = uX

IT = fbol,X IX observed energy densityu�
X

uX comoving energy density

It turns out that with the most recent X-ray surveys �z� � 1

(Elvis et al. 2002 - rescaled 
by 2/3 to take into account 
lower bolometric correction)

u�
X = (1.0− 2.3)× 10−15 erg cm−3

ρBH,X =
(1− ε)

�c2
(1 + �z�)u�

X
= (3.0− 6.7)× 105 M⊙ Mpc−3

e.g. Fabian & Iwasawa 1999, Salucci+1999; Elvis+2002; Comastri 2003
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A refined Sołtan argument

37

Consider the probability of finding a BH with given mass and accretion rate 
at cosmic time t.
It is then possible to define the distribution function F such  that

d2N = F (M, Ṁ, t) dM dṀ

is the number density of BHs with defined mass and accretion rate.
If the number of BHs is conserved (no BHs are “created” or “destroyed”), 
F will satisfy the collisionless Boltzmann equation like for the stars DF  

dF

dt
=

∂F

∂t
+ Ṁ

∂F

∂M
+

dṀ

dt

∂F

∂Ṁ
= 0

df

dt
=

∂f

∂t
+ �v · �∇f − �∇Φ(�x) · ∂f

∂�v
= 0 Boltzmann equation for stars DF

here we do not have the equivalent of the Newton II Law to write 
as a function of known quantities.

dṀ

dt
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A refined Sołtan argument
It is possible to take moments of that equation rate and find analogs of 
Jeans equations (or Hydrodynamics equations). 

In particular by simple integration over accretion rate one obtains the 
continuity equation for BHs (Cavaliere +71, Small & Blandford 92): 

N(M, t) =

� +∞

0
F (M, Ṁ, t) dṀ

∂N(M, t)

∂t
+

∂

∂M

�
N(M, t)�Ṁ(M, t)�

�
= 0

where

�Ṁ(M, t)� = 1

N(M, Ṁ, t)

� +∞

0
Ṁ F (M, Ṁ, t) dṀ average 

accretion rate

�Ṁ(M, t)� = δ(M, t)Ṁ(M, t)
δ(M,t) is the duty-cycle 
of BH (AGN) activity
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A refined Sołtan argument
The term in the derivative is then

N(M, t)�Ṁ(M, t)� = δ(M, t)Ṁ(M, t)N(M, t)

δ(M, t)N(M, t)dM = φ(L, z)dL

L = λLEdd =
λc2

tE
M

Considering the AGN luminosity function we can write

An relation is needed to connect L and M. 
The simplest is to assume accretion at given Eddington rate λ

tE =
σTc

4πGmP
= 4.51× 108 yr

39

Ṁ =
1− ε

� c2
Lwhere
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A refined Sołtan argument
Finally one obtains

if the AGN LF expressed in log L φ(L, t) dL = φ�(logL, t) d logL

40

This equation relates the BH mass function and AGN luminosity function 
assuming that

BH number is conserved (no BH created or destroyed, e.g, by merging)

Active BH accrete at given Eddington rate λ

∂N(M, t)

∂t
+

(1− ε)λ2 c2

ε t2E

�
∂

∂L
[Lφ(L, t)]

�

L=λMc2/te

= 0

∂N(M, t)

∂t
+

(1− ε)λ

ε tE(ln 10)2M

�
∂φ�(logL, t)

∂ logL

�

L=λMc2/tE

= 0
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A refined Sołtan argument
Finally one obtains

if the AGN LF expressed in log L φ(L, t) dL = φ�(logL, t) d logL

40

This equation relates the BH mass function and AGN luminosity function 
assuming that

BH number is conserved (no BH created or destroyed, e.g, by merging)

Active BH accrete at given Eddington rate λ

∂N(M, t)

∂t
+

(1− ε)λ2 c2

ε t2E

�
∂

∂L
[Lφ(L, t)]

�

L=λMc2/te

= 0

BH Mass Function 
(AGN remnants) AGN Luminosity Function

∂N(M, t)

∂t
+

(1− ε)λ

ε tE(ln 10)2M

�
∂φ�(logL, t)

∂ logL

�

L=λMc2/tE

= 0



Fundamental ingredients ...

L is total (bolometric) accretion luminosity 
→ need to apply bolometric corrections to estrapolate
 from Lband to L (eg Marconi +04, Hopkins+06)

ϕ(L,t) is the luminosity function of the whole AGN population.
Usually, ϕ derived from surveys →need to account for missing AGN 
(obscured).
Hard X LF (2-10 keV) are the less affected by obscuration but are still 
missing most objects absorbed by NH > 1024 cm-2 (Compton-Thick).
X-ray background and mid-IR surveys provide strong contraints to 
missing Compton-thick AGN (but still much work to do!)

BH Mass Function 
(AGN remnants) AGN Luminosity Function

∂N(M, t)

∂t
+

(1− ε)λ

ε tE(ln 10)2M

�
∂φ�(logL, t)

∂ logL

�

L=λMc2/tE

= 0
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N(M, zi) =

�
φ(logL, zi)

d logL

dM

�

L=λMc2/tE

A refined Sołtan argument
The continuity equation can then be integrated as

42

To integrate, start at given redshift zi and add the contribution from the AGN 
luminosity function.
Initial condition is usually assumption that all AGNs at zi are active 

For every redshift it is possible to estimate the AGN duty cycle as

δ(M, z) =

�
φ(logL, z)

N(M, z)

d logL

dM

�

L=λMc2/tE

N(M, z) = N(M, zi) +
(1− ε)λ

ε tE(ln 10)2M

� zi

z

�
∂φ�

∂ logL

�

L=λMc2/tE

����
dt

dz

���� dz
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ρBH(z) = ρBH(zi) +
1− ε

εc2

�
zi

z

dz

� +∞

0
dLLφ(L, z)

����
dt

dz

����

N(M, z) = N(M, zi) +
(1− ε)λ

ε tE(ln 10)2M

� zi

z

�
∂φ�

∂ logL

�

L=λMc2/tE

����
dt

dz

���� dz

A refined Sołtan argument
The solution of the continuity equation provides the same expression for 
the mass density derived before.

43

Hint: integrate above expression after multiplying by M and consider that

ρBH(z) =

� +∞

0
M N(M, z)dM

dM =
tE ln(10)

λc2
d logL

one ends up with the expression used to get local BH mass density (z=0)
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Local BHMF vs AGN BHMF

Marconi+04 (updated)

44

We can now compare BH Mass 
function from AGN with that from 
local nearby galaxies. 

There is a surprisingly good 
agreement between the BHMF in the 
local universe and the one expected 
from AGN activity 
(for ε≃0.07, λ≃0.4 → see later)

Assumption of unit duty cycle at zi 
does not affect results; BHMF at 
z=0 much larger than at zi (i.e. 
most of BH mass grown at z<zi)

Shapes of local and AGN BHMF 
are very similar, assumption of no 
merging is a good one?

Final results depend on 
bolometric corrections, ε, λ
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function from AGN with that from 
local nearby galaxies. 
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agreement between the BHMF in the 
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(for ε≃0.07, λ≃0.4 → see later)

Assumption of unit duty cycle at zi 
does not affect results; BHMF at 
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Decrease λ
(change 

shape)

Increase ε

Decrease bol. coor.
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Rad. Efficiency and Fraction of LEdd

After correcting for missing 
Compton-thick sources, 
efficiency and fraction of 
Eddington luminosity are the only 
free parameters!
Determine locus in ε-λ plane 
where there is the best match 
between local and relic BHMF!
ε=0.06-0.15    λ=0.08-0.5 which 
are consistent with common 
‘beliefs’ on AGNs

45
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Anti-Hierarchical BH growth
A by-product of the integration of the continuity equation is the duty cycle 
which allows to estimate the average accretion rate of a BH with mass M at 
cosmic time t and therefore the average BH growth M(t)

�Ṁ(M, t)� = 1

tE ln 10

(1− ε)λ

εN(M, z)
[φ�(logL, z)]L=λMc2/tE

M(t+∆t) = M(t) + �Ṁ(M(t), t)�dt

46

It is also possible to estimate the total time required to grow black holes as 

where the duty cycle is computed following the average growth of a BH 
which has mass M0 at z=0 (see above):
M(z, M0) is the BH mass at z for a BH with mass M0 at z=0

τ(M0) =

� zi

0
δ[M(z,M0), z]

����
dt

dz

���� dz



Anti-Hierarchical BH growth

See also Merloni 04, Shankar+04,08, 
Merloni & Heinz 08.



Anti-Hierarchical BH growth

MBH,z=3= 107 M

MBH,z=0≈ 109 M

See also Merloni 04, Shankar+04,08, 
Merloni & Heinz 08.



Anti-Hierarchical BH growth
50% of final mass

See also Merloni 04, Shankar+04,08, 
Merloni & Heinz 08.



Anti-Hierarchical BH growth

Qualitatively consistent with 
models of galaxy formation.
Big BHs form in deeper 
potential wells → they form 
first.
Smaller BHs form in shallower 
potential wells and are more 
subjected to feedback effects 
(star form., AGN), → they form 
later and take more time to 
grow.

This is just the consequence of 
anti-hierarchical behaviour of 
AGN luminosity functions 
(e.g. Fiore+03, Ueda+03, 
La Franca +05)

50% of final mass

See also Merloni 04, Shankar+04,08, 
Merloni & Heinz 08.



Time to grow black holes

Marconi+ 2004

Required time depends on mass, 
smaller black holes need more time 
to grow than more massive ones.

This time cannot be directly 
compared with observations:

observations usually estimate the 
time scale of a single accretion 
episode (~107 yr), this is the sum 
of all accretion episodes which 
built the BH;

moreover the BH is detectable 
with observations only when its 
observed flux in a given band is 
above the survey sensitivity 
(e.g. Shankar+2004).



1

ε
= 1 +

c2

L(z)

�
dt

dz

�−1 d

dz

�
ρBH(z)

δ(z)

�

Duty cycle
It is possible to show that the duty cycle is given by (Wang+06,+08)

δ(z) =
ρBH(z)

ρacc(z)

mass density of active BHs at z

total mass density accreted onto BHs up to z

This relation allows to find the duty cycle in an alternative way to the continuity 
equation.
Finally one can show that 

L is the AGN luminosity density at z

That equation can be used to estimate the 
accretion efficiency, and whether it is 
constant with redshift.

EPISODIC RANDOM ACCRETION AND SPINS OF SMBHS 3

FIG. 2.— Evolution of (a) the luminosity density, (b) quasar BH mass density, and (c) duty cycle. In calculating U̇ , the contribution from the infrared band,
which represents reprocessed emission, has been subtracted. The solid lines represent the best linear-squares fits used for calculating η. In panel b, the red square
(ρqso• = 101.3M!Mpc!3) is the mass density of local active BHs (Greene & Ho 2007). The final results (η), within the errors, do not depend on the particular
analytical fits of ρqso• (z) and δ(z). Our calculations assume the following Poisson statistical uncertainties: ∆ΨQ/ΨQ = 0.1, ∆ΨG/ΨG = 0.1, and ∆ρ

qso
• /ρqso• = 0.1,

except for the red point in (b), for which we adopt∆ρ
qso
• /ρqso• = 0.2.

are given in Table 1. We find that δ(z) is very similar for the
samples of Dahlen et al. (2005) and Ilbert et al. (2005), indicat-
ing the robustness of the present results. The large uncertainties
in the photometric redshifts for low-z galaxies preclude us from
deriving δ directly for z< 0.3; in this regime, δ is extrapolated
from the analytical fits at higher redshift. We hope to remedy
this situation with future surveys.
Our main results are summarized in Figure 2a. We find (1)

η ≈ 0.3 at z ≈ 2, and (2) a strong cosmological evolution, with
η decreasing to ∼0.03 by z≈ 0. The low value of η in the local
Universe agrees with the results from the continuity equation
of the BH number density (Merloni & Heinz 2008). The high
values of η at large z are consistent with the estimate from the
cosmic X-ray background (Elvis et al. 2002), which is mainly
contributed by AGNs at z ≈ 1 ! 2. At this epoch, the spin an-
gular momentum of BHs may originate mainly from the orbital
momentum in major BH coalescences (i.e. BH binaries with
mass ratio ∼ 1; those with mass ratio < 1 are referred to as
minor coalescences) (Hughes & Blandford 2003).
The strong evolution in η provides important constraints on

the accretion history of BHs. There are two ways for BHs to
grow (Berti & Volonteri 2008): (1) major and minor BH coales-
cences and (2) accretion of gas. While major coalescences do
contribute some angular momentum to BHs (Hughes & Bland-
ford 2003), accretion is the main contributor to their masses
(King et al. 2008). An initially non-rotating BH rotates very
fast after accreting about one-third of its mass with the same
sign of angular momentum (Thorne 1974), and its radiative ef-
ficiency approaches the maximum value of ηmax = 0.42. How-
ever, the net angular momentum contributed to accreting BHs
depends on whether the accretion is prograde or retrograde, as
described below.

4. BH GROWTH BY RANDOM ACCRETION

Supposing that accretion occurs randomly and episodically
in quasars, then, at episode i with angular momentum∆#$i and
mass∆mi, we have (as in a random walk), after n episodes, the
net angular momentum∆#L• =

∑n
i=1∆

#$i and∆L2• =
∑n

i=1∆$2i =

n∆$2, whereas the growth in mass ∆M• =
∑n

i=1∆mi = n∆m.
The specific angular momentum of an accreting BH,

a∝
√
n∆$

n∆m
∝ n!1/2, (7)

decreases with the number of accretion events. Consistent with
the numerical simulations of King et al. (2008), we expect a
to decrease with decreasing z. The evolution of η offers strong
observational support for this picture. The episode number n
can be estimated by

n = ∆M•

∆m
= δ(z) tC(z)

∆t0
, (8)

where ∆t0 is the episode lifetime and tC(z) is the age of the
Universe at redshift z. For z ≈ 2, we have δ ≈ 10!1.5 (Fig. 1c),
tC = 2.0 Gyr, and ∆t0 = 1.0 Myr as estimated from the prox-
imity effect of z ≈ 2 quasars (Kirkman & Tytler 2008), and
hence n ≈ 102. The parameter a decreases by a factor ∼ 10
from z≈ 2 to z ≈ 0. On the other hand, random accretion may
occur through disks whose masses are limited by self-gravity
(King et al. 2008) to∆Msg ≈

(

H/R
)

M•, where H is the height
of the disk at radius R. We have

n = f
(

H
R

)!1

≈ 102, (9)

whereH/R≈ 10!2 and f =∆M•/M• ≈ 1 is the factor by which
the BH mass has been increased due to accretion. The rough
consistency between these two estimates of n suggests that the
random accretion events originate from a self-gravitating disk.
Additionally, the gas accreted onto BHs is only a tiny fraction
of the gas content of the entire galaxy (∼ 10!3), so the net an-
gular momentum from accretion should be independent of the
total angular momentum. The evolution of the radiative effi-
ciency found here does not favor accretion with consistently
prograde angular momentum, as would occur if the typical ac-
cretion event has much larger aligned angular momentum than
the BH (Volonteri et al. 2007; Berti & Volonteri 2008). Rather,
this study strongly favors a picture in which most of the mass
in BHs was gained through random accretion.
Accretion rates of ∼ 10 ! 100M! yr!1 are needed to gen-

erate the prodigious luminosities seen in quasars. Such large

High efficiency at high z means highly spinning BHs. 
The spin is then reduced by episodic, randomly oriented accretion (Wang+09)

Wang+09



Light bulbs?
So far we have assumed that AGN are ‘light bulbs’ i.e. they are either on 
with L = λ LEdd or off with L=0.

This assumption can be relaxed provided the λ distribution is known.

Recalling that

�Ṁ(M, t)� = 1

N(M, Ṁ, t)

� +∞

0
Ṁ F (M, Ṁ, t) dṀ average 

accretion rate

we can write
∂N(M, t)

∂t
+

∂

∂M

�� +∞

0
ṀF (M, Ṁ, t)dṀ

�
= 0

F (M, Ṁ, t) = P (M |Ṁ)Φ(Ṁ, t)Applying Bayes Theorem

Φ(Ṁ, t)dṀ = φ(L, t)dLthen

Ṁ =
1− ε

� c2
Lwith

P (M |Ṁ) = p(M |L) is the L/LEdd distribution
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Light bulbs?

Local BHMF (2009)

Single L/LEdd value
L/LEdd distribution varying with z

Sirigu, Marconi+ 2012

We can conclude that in terms of the local BHMF from AGN, considering a 
distribution of L/LEdd does not make a significant difference.
The differences are in the BHMF at redshifts different than z, and they are 
strongly dependent on p(L/LEdd) and its shift evolution (see also Cao 2010).
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50 (L > 2× 11 L⊙)

150 (L < 2× 11 L⊙)

Too many free parameters ...

Adopting the total AGN luminosity function as derived by the Gilli +07 model 
and matching the local BH mass function (Marconi +04) it is possible to write:
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Mildly Compton Thick
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(log NH > 25)
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Adopting the total AGN luminosity function as derived by the Gilli +07 model 
and matching the local BH mass function (Marconi +04) it is possible to write:

Compton Thin
(21 < log NH < 24)

R = Ratio obscured/unobscured

Mildly Compton Thick
(24 < log NH < 25)

Highly Compton Thick
(log NH > 25)

Completely
obscured

using Gilli +07 best model [R = 4+4 (low L); R= 1+1 (high L); 
Compton-Thick are ~ lower obscuration AGNs] and ε~0.06.
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Adopting the total AGN luminosity function as derived by the Gilli +07 model 
and matching the local BH mass function (Marconi +04) it is possible to write:

Compton Thin
(21 < log NH < 24)

R = Ratio obscured/unobscured

Mildly Compton Thick
(24 < log NH < 25)

Highly Compton Thick
(log NH > 25)

Completely
obscured

using Gilli +07 best model [R = 4+4 (low L); R= 1+1 (high L); 
Compton-Thick are ~ lower obscuration AGNs] and ε~0.06.

Example: assuming X~4 then with ε~0.08 (LL), 0.12 (HL)  we can still satisfy 
the above equation! Little constraints from XRB and local BH mass function!
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Fig. 7.— Results for a reference model that agrees well with the local black hole mass function,

with ε = 0.065, ṁ0 = 0.60, and an initial duty cycle P0(z = 6) = 0.5. (a) The accreted mass

function shown at different redshifts as labeled, compared with the local mass function (grey area).

(b) Similar to (a) but plotting M•Φ(M•) instead of Φ(M•). (c) Duty-cycle as a function of black

hole mass and redshift as labeled. (d) Average accretion histories for black holes of different relic

mass M• at z = 0 as a function of redshift; the dashed lines represent the curves when the black

hole has a luminosity below LMIN(z) and therefore does not grow in mass; the minimum black hole

mass corresponding to LMIN(z) at different redshifts is plotted with a dot-dashed line.

Local BHMF vs AGN BHMF

Marconi+04 (updated)

Shankar+08 (ε=0.065, λ=0.42)

53

There is a surprisingly good agreement between the BHMF in the local 
universe and the one expected from AGN activity (ε≃0.07, λ≃0.4)

Local BHs are indeed remnants of past AGN activity

Accretion efficiency is ε~0.1, i.e. BHs are grown efficiently



BH Accretion Rate (BHAR) is simply 
to cosmic accretion rate onto BHs,

Comparison of BH AR vs SFR clearly 
suggest coeval growth of BHs and 
galaxies.

BH Accretion - Star Formation Rate

– 47 –

Fig. 6.— Black hole growth and stellar mass growth. (a) Average black hole accretion rate as

computed via equation (4) compared to the SFR as given by Hopkins & Beacom (2006) and Fardal

et al. (2007), scaled by the factor M•/MSTAR = 0.5 × 1.6 × 10−3. The grey area shows the 3-σ

uncertainty region from Hopkins & Beacom (2006). (b) Cumulative black hole mass density as

a function of redshift. The solid line is the prediction based on the bolometric AGN luminosity

function. The light-gray area is the local value of the black hole mass density with its systematic

uncertainty as given in Figure 5. The dark squares are estimates of the black hole mass function

at z = 1 and z = 2 obtained from the stellar mass function of Caputi et al. (2006) and Fontana et

al. (2006), scaled by the local ratio M•/MSTAR = 1.6 × 10−3. The lines are the integrated stellar

mass densities based on the SFR histories in panel (a), scaled by 8 × 10−4.

BHAR =

� +∞

0
�Ṁ(M, t)�N(M, t)dM
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Figure 1. Top: comparison between the volume-averaged SF history and the
volume-averaged BH accretion history; bottom: the same comparison but only
in the redshift range 0 < z < 1. The gray data points come from the compilation
of available measurements by Hopkins & Beacom (2006). The black squares
are radio measurements from Seymour et al. (2008), Smolčić et al. (2009)
and Dunne et al. (2008). The black diamonds represent IR+UV measurements
from Bell et al. (2007). All measurements are converted to a Kroupa IMF and
the same cosmology adopted here. The BH accretion history is derived from
AGN bolometric luminosity functions given in HRH07 by assuming a radiation
efficiency ε = 0.1. The BH accretion history is shifted upward by 3.3 dex
(a factor of 2000).

and 24 µm data to account for both unobscured and obscured
star formation at z < 1 (Zheng et al. 2007; Bell et al. 2007).
Here all measurements are corrected to our adopted cosmology
and a Kroupa (2001) initial mass function (IMF). It can be
seen from Figure 1 that the cosmic SFR density increases
rapidly with redshift, peaks at z ∼ 1.5, then becomes flat or
declines at z > 1.5, although the uncertainties are large at these
early epochs. The cosmic SFR density decreases by an order
of magnitude from the z = 1 to the present day, following
ρSFR ∼ (1 + z)2.9±0.2.

A complementary measurement to the cosmic SFR density
is the cosmic stellar mass density. The assembly of stellar
mass should be consistent with the integral of the cosmic
SFR density. Current measurements show a reasonably good
agreement between the two, at least at redshifts less than
about unity (Borch et al. 2006; Bell et al. 2007; Wilkins et al.
2008); about 40%–50% of local stars were formed since z = 1
(Dickinson et al. 2003; Fontana et al. 2003; Drory et al. 2005;
Borch et al. 2006; Rudnick et al. 2006). As an aside, it is worth
noting that there is a possible mismatch between the integral of
the cosmic SFR density at z > 1 with the stellar mass observed
to be in place at z = 1: it appears that the integral is a factor of
∼3 in excess of the stellar mass formed by z = 1. The origin

of this mismatch is currently not well understood. It is possible
that this discrepancy signals a break-down in the utility of SFR
indicators or a change or break-down of a universally applicable
stellar IMF. It should also be noted that at z > 1 the estimates
of SFR (and stellar mass) are highly uncertain; in particular, the
relatively sensitive UV measurements need to be corrected for
substantial (factors of a few) dust extinction using defensible
but uncertain recipes (Reddy et al. 2008), and measurements
of the rest-frame IR and radio probe only the most luminous
systems (see, e.g., Dunne et al. 2008 for substantial progress
toward this goal using stacking of radio data; it is interesting
that their resulting SFR densities are much lower than those
reported previously at z ! 1.5). Yet, for our purposes, the
possibility of a mismatch between SFR and stellar mass at z > 1
is of relatively little importance; the focus of our work is at the
better-constrained z < 1 redshift range.

2.2. The Cosmic BH Accretion History

Observed (optically “bright”) BH accretion apparently can
account for nearly all of the BH mass seen in remnants today,
indicating that the bulk of BH mass growth occurs during a
luminous AGN phase with a radiation efficiency ε ∼ 0.1 (e.g.,
Yu & Tremaine 2002; Marconi et al. 2004; Shankar et al.
2004). The observed AGN luminosity function is therefore a
reasonable probe of the cosmic BH accretion history. From deep
cosmological surveys performed with modern observational
facilities, AGN luminosity functions have been determined out
to z ∼ 4 in hard X-ray (e.g., Ueda et al. 2003; La Franca
et al. 2005; Barger et al. 2005), soft X-ray (e.g., Miyaji et al.
2000; Hasinger et al. 2005), optical (e.g., Croom et al. 2004;
Richards et al. 2006b; Fontanot et al. 2007), and mid-IR bands
(e.g., Brown et al. 2006; Richards et al. 2006a). The intrinsic
spectral energy distribution (SED) of AGN is thought to be
only a function of luminosity (e.g., Marconi et al. 2004),
and accounting for obscuration, the AGN luminosity functions
of different bands are correlated through the SED. Hopkins
et al. (2007b, hereafter HRH07) presented bolometric AGN LFs
derived from the combination of AGN LFs measured in multi-
wavelength bands, from mid-IR through hard X-ray (see their
paper and references therein for details of the AGN LFs and
related uncertainties). We caution that Compton-thick AGNs
are not counted in the HRH07 bolometric LFs. Correction for
the missing accretion is suggested to be "0.15 dex (a factor of
1.4; see HRH07 for more discussion). HRH07 presented several
evolution models which fit the AGN bolometric luminosity
function at different cosmic epochs. We adopted the best-fit
pure luminosity evolution (PLE) model and the luminosity-
dependent density evolution (LDDE) model of the bolometric
LF Φ(Lbol, z) from HRH07 to calculate the BHAR per co-
moving volume as follows:

ρ̇BH(z) =
∫ ∞

0

(1 − ε) Lbol

ε c2
Φ(Lbol, z) dLbol, (1)

where Lbol is the bolometric luminosity, and we have adopted
ε = 0.1. By default, Lbol is given in units of erg s−1. We integrate
the bolometric luminosity over the range 43 < log Lbol < 49.
The cosmic BHAR density peaks at z ∼ 1.9, and dramatically
decreases to the present day. At z > 1.9, the cosmic BHAR
density is likely to decline or stay flat to earlier cosmic times
although the uncertainties are large (see also Barger et al.
2005). Roughly speaking, the cosmic BHAR density increases
as ρ̇BH ∼ (1 + z)α and α ∼ 3.4 up to z = 1. Considering

Zheng+09Marconi+04
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